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Message From The 
Ministe r. • • • • • 

LETTER FROM THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE 

THE HONOURABLE DAVID COLLENETTE, Lib, MP 

TO THE 1994 GRADUATES OF RRMC 

En tant que Ministre de la Defense nationale et Chancelier du 
Royal Roads Military College, j'ai Ie plaisir de veus saluer tous 
et de fe!iciter nos dip!omes de cette annee. 

Our CMC system fulfills two main goals. These are to provide 
future officers with the necessary training and to allow officer 
cadets to earn a university degree. As members of the graduating 
class, you have had an opportunity to develop in these areas. 
You have received more than just a degree from Royal Roads. You 
have received training in and proven yourselves in four essential 
areas; academics, military, physical fitness and your second 
language. 

Au cours de vas quatre eu cinq annees d'etudes au college, vous 
avez acquis des competences qui vous aideront tout au long de 
votre carriere. Vous avez prouve que vous pouviez accomplir 
votre devoir avec afficacite et courage. Cependant, votre 
entrainement est loin d'etre fini; en realite, il ne fait que 
commencer. De nombreux defis vous attendent. 

It is difficult to predict what any of you may be doing in the 
following years. The global environment is everchanging and we 
must be prepared to meet the challenges of the future. As you go 
forth, remember everything that you have learned and use your 
skills so that those who work with you may be confident in your 
leadership and training. The ways that you behave will effect 
the way that the world sees Canada. This may sound like a great 
responsibility, but it is one that I am confident you are capable 
of handling. 

Je tiens a vous feliciter pour votre reussite et a vous adresser 
mes voeux de succes au seuil de votre carriere. 



... And The Principal. 

PRINCIPAL ' S MESSAGE 

It is with a somewhat heavy heart that I contribute to 
this issue of "The Log " . The announcement of the closure of 
Royal Roads and the College militaire royal has certainly put a 
damper on the spirits at the College at this time. However we 
are certainly attempting to ensure that Royal Roads with its 55 
year history will not disappear but will continue as a post
secondary educational institution . One with whi ch you still 
would be able to identify as your alma mater . 

I wish the cadets of the graduating class of 1994 the 
very best in their future service to the Canadian Forces and 
Canada. It's been a long four years - well done to all of you . 
I also wish my very best to all of the cadets at this college . 
Some of you will be returning to Royal Roads for a final year 
and others will be continuing at RMC and to all of you my 
message is "don't lose the Roadent spirit". 
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Commandant's Address 

There is always the great temptation , in the annual forward to the "Log," to layout some 
guiding beacons to the graduates that will serve you as you now embark on this new phase in the 
adventure of life. Dans d'autres mots, il yale grand desir de vous fournir les sage conseils qui vous 
empecheront de repeter les memes erreurs que nous avons fait. Mais si je fait ceci , the risk becomes 
that you would find life boring, and, if you couldn 't make a few mistakes along the way, how could 
you learn for yourself? 

However, some universal guiding principles are perhaps in order, so let me turn to borrowed 
words. Hark back with me to a presentation given to the cadet body by members of the Third Battalion 
of the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry on their tour of duty in the Balkans. A young 
subaltern , a recent graduate of the Milcol system, stated with a simple eloquence born of fresh 
experience in an operational theatre, four lessons that he had learned. I could not but help reflect 
that these "simples verites" took a much longer period for some of us to learn , and so I repeat them 
here for you . They were - listen , treat others with respect, don't BS and be decisive . Listen. Some 
of the best ideas come from the base of the pyramid and this makes sense if you think about it. The 
normal ratio of ears to mouth being 2:1, use this as a rough guide in the listen:talk relationship. 
Respect. Treat others with the same respect with which you would like to be treated . Surely, there 
is no need to elaborate further. Don't BS. It is obvious to your subordinates, peers and superiors 
when you don't know what you are talking about-when you are spreading that which emanates from 
the hindquarter of a bull. It destroys trust and confidence. There is no shame in saying that you don't 
know but will find out. Decisive. People genuinely like being in an outfit where their concerns are 
listened to, where they are treated with respect , where they are kept informed and where situations 
are sorted out in a timely fashion versus being left to fester. 

Donc, avec ces derniers conseils, je vous offre , vous les finissants de 1994, mes plus since res 
felicitations et mes meillers voeux pour un avenir plein de succes. La journee est a vous et vos 
nouvelles responsibilites vous attendent. You have the talent-use it well. I, for one, will be following 
your careers with interest, as you are the custodians of the tradition and the future of the Forces. 
Good luck, and God bless. 

V.M. Caines 
Colonel 
Commandant 
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Let me first begin by saying that I am honoured to have been the CWC of this great College 
throughout the first semester. We should all consider ourselves fortunate to have attended this school. 
I am sad to learn that it will be closing after one more year. I remember what Jay Janzen said after the 
announcement: "Let's keep our AlmaMater al ive in spirit". 

So it is with some dubious honour that I was ableto lead the last Recruit Term of Royal Roads Military 
College. It is a shame the Third years will not have this experience as it is a valuable learning tool for both 
Rcts and Cadet officers. The challenge for third year now lies with their own intuition, creativity, and 
initiative. I wish you the best of luck in your modified tasks as Fourth years. 

Finally, I consider the graduating class. It has been a tough year for all of us. Not necessarily in 
our academics but in our trying to do our jobs while having to live together at the same time. The situations 
we've been through will not likely be reproduced with the same vigour since we will most likely be in contact 
with our peers and subordinates at work and our social lives are ours to have. So we leave Royal Roads 
with memories of Recruit Terms, Inspections, and good times. 

M. French 

CWCs· 
Addresses 

It is impossible to express how lucky and honoured I was to have been given the opportunity to be 
CWC. During this time, I can say only that it was a ROLLER COASTER. There were days where I was 
on the top of the world , and other days, where the world was on top of me. However, it was through such 
diversity that I was able to learn so much both about myself, and in how I lead. This experience will prove 
to be invaluable as I prepare for life after Grad. 

Much attention has been paid this semester to change , change that caused some controversy, but 
which promoted learning . All cadets must be commended for their acceptance. It was your compliance 
that allowed us to try new ideas, make mistakes, but work through them. Cooperation among all the years , 
despite the situation, was essential to the efficient running of the cadet wing . 

Next year will be a unique experience for the Fourth years. Much change is headed your way. An 
open mind and a free spirit will enable you to overcome any obstacle which is placed in your path . To 
my fellow fourth years , I wish you luck and good fortune . Many friendships have been made during the 
past four years . I only hope that these friendships withhold the test of time and postings. 
Remember ............. ONCE A ROADENT, ALWAYS A ROADENT. 

T. Richard 
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• Year-round programme of interpretive tours, social events. 

• Group tours of Hatley Park "castle" and park grounds. 

• Enriching public appreciation of this local historic treasure. 

• Non-profit heritage society, not a military organization. 

Promotes preservation of Hatley Park 

Collects, displays related artifacts 

Organizes "open-house" visits to manor 

Informal lectures on history and gardens 

Congratulations RRMC Graduates! 

For information about tours or membership, contact 

The Friends of Hatley Park Society 

8777 Portland Place 

Sidney, BC V8L4L7 

(604) 656-5114 

Congratulations 
to Roger Allen Carbol 

From your family who 
watched you grow up and 
turn into a fine young man. 

You've made us very proud. 
Mom, Dad & brother Glenn 
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CHERE JULIE, 

Tu es une fille merveilleuse, 
franche, honnete , une fille 
extraordinaire et tu possedes une 
tres belle personnalite, une 
intelligence brillante et un 
c harme irresistible . 

Nous 
Cela 
voir 
sait 
pour 

sommes tres fiers de toil 
fait tellement plaisir de te 
reussir, surtout guand on 
toute 1 ' energie investie 

ce succes . 

NOUS TE DISONS AVEC AMOUR 
TOUTES NOS FELICITATIONS 

Tes soeurs 
Michelle, France 

Tes parents 
Roger et Aimee Grand ' Maison 
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Director of Cadets 
Commander Bindernagel 

Staff Officer of Training 
Captain Mailloux 

Staff Officer of Careers 
Major Palmer 

Padre 
Captain Friesen 



Two Squadron Commander 
Capt. Billings 

One Squadron Commander 
Lt. (N) Boegman 

Three Squadron Commander 
Capt. Jarrett 

II 



Royal Roads Staff ~ 
DRILL STAFF 

P02 Fraser, MWO Kozik, Sgt. York 

BOATSHED STAFF 
P02 Erskine, MS Chiasson, MS Tooth , LS 

Laker, LS Laker, LS Cantwell , PO 
Beauchamp, Mr. D. Smith 
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PERI STAFF 
Sgt. Lambert, Sgt. Armson , Sgt. Fulle 
P02 Johnston 
MWO Theriault , Lt.(N) Nimick, 
Capt. Jobin , Mr. Dufresne 



MIR/Dental 
MCpl Berg, AB Fulford , P02 

Ferguson, Cpl Rousseau 

Castle Staff 

Kitchen Staff 

College Orderly Room 
A. Jensen, A. Dobish , MS Webber, 
J. Anderson , LS Jolin 
MWO Cudahy, Capt. McGuire, Maj . Hope, 
Sgt. Green 
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ADP 
B. Baskett, G. Rideout, D. Pettyjohn, D. 

Krauel , G. Connolly, C. David , W. Wu, M. 
Lambe, C. Guillemette, M. Lee 

LIBRARY 
R. Tannax, S. Day, J. Rideout, B. 
Jensen, S. Hages, A. Fletcher, L. 

Brunei , C. Inskster 

MATHEMATICS 
M. Wilmut, Z. Gordon, D. Christensen, R 
Backlund, K. Keen , G. Bernard, A. 
Buckley, T. Milinazzo 

PSYCHOLOGY 
D. Kowalik, R. St. John, LCdr Crooks, U(N) Lyon, A. 

Malcolm, Capt Veronneau 



History, Political Science, and 
Economics 

Dr. Ackbar, LCdr McLean, Dr. Nixon , 
Dr. Tate, Dr. Martel 

Physics 
Dr. MacFarlene, Dr. May, Dr. Stacey, Dr. 

Literature and Philosophy 

Dr. P. Sri , Dr. H. Turner 

e, Dr. Buckley, Dr. Kraul , Mrs. Pettyjohn, 
Dr. Sher 

Registrar 
LCol (Ret'd) Parker 
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POST GRADS 
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First Years 
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You are ordered to sit at attention on the bus-ride to Royal Roads, to keep quiet, to ponder just what it is 

you have gotten yourself into. 
So damn frightening. 
But you are a proud cadet. You just finished BOTe, and after the toughest summer of your life, things 

can only get better. Right? 
Wrong' ! 
Now you are a "recruit," and will be addressed as such. 
Since you had no idea about what to expect, the first taste of life at Roads came as a huge shock. Imagine 

marching indoors, square drill, when you had never been taught such maneuvers before. And outdoors, "you will 
fly across the upper circle!" 

Imagine being expected to meet a plethora of timings, when your watch was confiscated upon arrival. 
Imagine the "corrective measures": countless pushups, the seeming eternities of wall-sits, the all-too

familiar call of "mark time'" 
Not to mention your first taste of "panic drills." 
When the night mercifully ends, you breathe a sigh of relief. But you also quake and shiver. There is at 

least two weeks left. 

I 
\ 
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You may have heard Ihe rumours al BOTC about Black Thursday and how Ihe second years were going 10 getlheir 
revenge. 

1\ was not a rumour!! 
"MOVE IT, RECRUITS!" 
Those same second-years who, onl y days before, had helped us swipe Ihe Commandanl's apples for Ihe barmen. had 

changed. Now our sworn e nemi es, they took it upon themselves to make our lasl night as brutal as the firsl. 
"GET IN THE SHOWERS' MARK TIME!" 
Lcfl, righi, lefl, righi, lefl, righi, lefl. ..... . 
Okay, now we have 30 seconds to polish our boots. We can do il. We'll have to, or else ... 
"YOU ARE UNWORTHY RECRUITS I BOW YOUR HEADS IN SHAME! ADOPT THE PUSHUP POSITION'" 
The Ihing IS, you wanilO be a part of the college so bad il hurts. You drive ilto show Ihem that you are deserving. 
And Ihen Ihe possible task: "RECRUITS! YOU HAVE ONE HOUR TO RUN RECRUIT HILL--25 TIMES, TO-

GETHER"!'" 
BUI you all find a way, Ihrough teamwork, to reach your common goal. And then---GRAUNCH TIME" 
As Ihe CWTO takes his annual plunge inlo the frosly pond al Ihe hands of his rooks, Ihe rooks lake pride in the faci that 

1OII13tlon 1010 Royal Roads is nearly complete. 

L 
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RECRUIT 

Top Left: The recruits of 93 moving in 
Bottom Left: Cartier Flight larking the final meal muster 
Top Right: The Barmen's Introduction to Cartier Flight 
Middle Right: Recruits panicking to meet their timing 
Bottom Right: Lasalle Flight running to meal muster 



TERM 93 

Top Left: Recruit Box takes his first glance 
at the second years 
Top Right: Mr. Janzen addresses the re
cruits 
Middle Left: Introduction to the Class of 
'96 
Center: IIyrs Ray and Montgomery sport 
their 6's for the fashion show 
Middle Right: II Meister sporting the 
fashionable Disco 5's 
Bottom Left: The Class of '96 



Sports Competition 
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semaines 
sport organise entre toutes les escadrilles . y comprit 
corde , les tractions aeportes , la porte de pompier , Ie rampant de che

nille , une course de I km et finalement tout ce termine avec une pyramide 
avec Ie comsec au sommet . Cette activite a permis aux escadrilles et aux 
escadrons de s ' aider et de participer comme une equipe . C'etait une 
fa~on de creer l ' enthousiasme dans tout les escadrons car les autres 
annees encouragaient les equipes. Le gagnant de cette competition etait 
escadron 3 qui a celebre par de nombreuses "graunch " de leur eleves 

• officiers grades . Felicitations escadron 3 et aussi un avertissement 
~ pour l ' escadron 1 pour garder plus attention a leur drapeau! 



Recruit Drill 
Competition d'exercice Militaire 

C'est une competition qui se passe chaque annee durant les deux 
semaines de recrue. Chaque esqadrille participent et les notes finales 
sont accumulees pur I'esquadron. Cette competition donne un but pour 
les classes d'exercices militaire qui suivront durant I'annee 
academique. C'est une courte competition qui a une duree seulement 
de quinze minutes ou moins. Pour I'esquadrille Lasalle, c'etait une 
occasion pour former des liens d'amities entre les premieres et 
deuxiemed annees. Grace a leur encouragement, les premieres annees 
etaient plus a I'aise. Pourtant, ce n'etait pas assez pour gagner la pre
miere place. Com me tradition, I'esquadrille Lasalle s'est classe en 
derniere place. Felicitations a I'esquadron numero deux qui a 
remporter la victoire. Bonne Chance aux recrues de I'annee prochaine. 

ABOVE: LASALLE FLIGHT 



Competition 

ABOVE: HUDSON FLIGHT 

ABOVE: MACKENZIE FLIGHT 
BELOW: FRASER FLIGHT 
RIGHT: MACKENZIE FLIGHT 

BELOW: FRASER FLIGHT 

- . 

IClass of 971 



RECRUIT TERM 

OBSTACLE COURSE 



The Recruil Obslacle Course repre,ents the final hurdle the recruit'> have lO over
come before gaining "Firsl Year" Slalus. A, a squadron unil) g.ves way lO n.ghl pride. each 
indl\ idual section commander bolsler, h.slher people's morale: il IS so nece,sary on lhe 
gruelling course. 

"ARE YOU GUYS READY'" 
"YEAH'" 

"ARE WE GONNA KILL THE COURSE IN RECORD TIME'" 
"HELL YEAH,," 
-BANG-

Over the rope wall. leopard-crawling lhrough 

lhe mud and lrenches. climbing huge. 
greased obslacles ... conslantly running. The 
course would nOl be near as harsh wilhoul 
lhe exhauslion slemming from lhe 
kilomelers of sprinting belween each sel of 
obslacles. And although a swim lhrough 
lhe lagoon can be refreshing. lhal unex
pecled. shocking blasl of icy waler from lhe 
fire hose really "hilS the SpOl.." And mud. 
mud everywhere. Crawling. climbing. 
brealhing. lhrough the mud. In facl. il is a 
good lhing lhal your buddies are lhere 
beside you lO wipe the mud OUl of your 
eyes as you sprint loward the finish line. 

Hence the sudden realizalion. 
You could nOl have finished lhe 



RECRUIT TERM 
DANCE 

Top Left: The recruits of '93 enjoy their first taste 
the gunroom 
Bottom Left: Lasalle Flight rooks, now first years 
enjoying a "cool one." 
Top Right: 2 Sqn celebrates winning the obstacle 
course 

Finally, after two weeks of sweat and panic, the recruits get to sit back and relax. 
They are no longer the recruits of Royal Roads but instead have earned the privilage of 
being first years and wear the CMC cap brass with honour. To show their pride of their 
new uniform, the "rooks" all sported their Disco 5's for the evening. Wow!! What a way 
to pick up. 
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Lothar Rosenegger & Associates Ltd. 
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING CONSULTJNG 

Lothar W. Rosenegger, MBA, P. Eng. 

907, 304-8th Avenue S.w. 
Calgary, Alberta 
Canada T2P 1 C2 

PRESIDENT 

Bus: (403) 263-5289 
Res: (403) 239-6841 
Fax: (403) 262-1937 
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· Second Years 



CONRAD ANDRES 

LEA AMUNDRUD MARE 

H.L.A. came east to join us here on the laid back West Coast . She hails from Tokyo where she fit well 
into the crowd . She survived first year at Roads losing only lout of 31?) roommates . The other two left 
during second year with some sorrow and much relief . Although she is small, she is not one to be pushed 
around . In fact she can be downright mouthy, and her bark is as bad as her bite Iwe're glad we ' re her 
friends!) . She went to St-Jean with intentions of getting her gold leaf . She got it and in shape too due 
to assistance in and out of the gym 1 the extra ab workouts helped) - and we hear there are people who like 
being in bed with a mosquito . Her generosity and tolerance as a friend and roommate was, and is, greatly 
appreciated . This warm-hearted vegetarian will have a fun time in the engine room with all the sailors 
this summer . Don't get scurvy-eat all your vegetables- especially broccoli! Don ' t worry you still have 
the chance to fill your plate at RMC . 

SECURITY PSYCHISC) 

Who is Conrad Andres? Conny, our Subway Missionary Man hails from the silent street gangs of 
Mississauga . This D-Line member is loved by everyone , but not all know the true Conrad Andres ! 
Funky Dew is well known as the owner of the 'KKK' IKartier Kommunal Kettle) , the nicest smelling 
room and his violent man-slaughtering outbursts . This future cuff'em, beat'em and book ' em away 
fella wlll always be bewildered as to how he got the RRMC soccer uniform laying on the soccer field 
bench . He is our Mexican party hurler with his Philler-up techniques . It was not too bella, eh 
Conny . This constant drunk and womanizer can always be found studying babes and wives for that 
much feared sup . Well Conny, have fun at Roads and good luck with little miss Big House. Crazy 
love on ya, Da Cartier Boyz and D.Line forever . 

PILOT EOS-PHYS 

'Quick as a brick and just as thick!' This Rugby veteran of two years never ceases to amaze us with 
is so called french charm . 

'Chauch',that beer can eater from hell , hails from the nation's capital : Ottawa , Ontario . Chauch,
the man with a gold leaf. ... 

don't you have to proficient in 'English' as well as French??? 
'Ouh, twenty orders of chicken one wing hot!' Once charged for drowning a small child with his 
saliva while in a conversation with someone, Chauch was sent to Roads for a four year sentence . 

'led to be the missing link, Chauch prefers to surf the curve and talk about his so called 
seventy-fives' Our one legged Julies Jumper will always be remembered by his change in sexuality 

three beers . No rea man! ! 

The owner of the most controversial hair in the Wing, Trish aspires to become the Cadet Wing Hair 
Standards Officer, with echoes of ' JC Arthurs, your hair is too poofy . Is that a bandanna?' ringing 
in her ears . Trish came to us from Port Colborne , Ont. She fit in right away, being so friendly 
with all her seniors; I seem to remember this big forehead !? Trish saw the light though , and found 
herself a Butthead engineer to drive her crazy and keep her busy . This summer at SLT, Trish learned ~ 
a lot of French, in Iberville at the ice cream shop, and had great adventures like stealing cars, 
sailing boats while being dragged along behind and introducing friends to the charming youth of Port 
Colborne . Trish started second year without a trace of bitterness Itoaster ovens) knowing that next 
year she was heading to the promised land to get a real degree . No matter what, anyone will tell you 
that Trish is a wonderful friend with a heart THIISSSS big who would do anything for you . 

man as having a line through his being, pointed indefinitely along that ever meaningful 
path of life . On one side of Chris's line, far off. there are faces with little meaning or concern . 
Closer you will find those few whom he has accepted as peers and comrades . But beyond are strewn 
bloody , decaying carcasse. This is not a Brit to be crossed . Just look at his picture! Besides 
making sure certain friends don't 'pull a McNaire ' the real JC Ihis dad's God ya know) enjoys 
outrunning border police on his bicycle, making 'we love women' tapes in extreme states of inebria
tion, treading water ICHA') , giving Trish an unexplained fat lip, and other things typical of the 
proudest combat engineer in NATO . Chris leaves Roads to reaquaint himself with denim, and learn the 
fine art of sewage treatment . The entire class of 97 will breathe a sigh of relief and thank Rog 
that they never got close enough to cross the line . SAUNA CEREMONIE FOREVER' 
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CatheLr.e, LOll' St .Catharines, is someone who IS always there for you and eager to lend a hand. StnVlng 
to excel: I~ [he :our pIllars, Catherine dedicated he,self during first year to her academics and 
to the ac',ancement of her french profile . The extra tutorage she received paId off. Hence at S~T 
she was able to concer.trate on otner thIngs and she explored the scenery which Quebec had to of fer : 
deep i:1 the ,ivers, high on the cliffs, and along the vast well-travelled highways . She learned more 
about our country, gaimng insIght from many 'easterners' . Remembering what it was like to be a flrst 
year cadet, Catherine was eager to help make the new Cartier flight cadets feel at home, one in 
particular. When she returns in September, Cathenne wIll be knowledgeable about something , after 
having spent many months in exciting Winterpeg . Always a fighter, Catherine will prove that she can 

BILLIE BARTER 

obstacles which 

MILE 

Phd Baker a . k.a Bella . Hailing from Hickville, Alberta, where he led a quiet life of drug running, 
Phil eventually found his way into the fairy tale forest of Royal Roads, Brockett tape in hand . IHow 
many barricades does it take to claim the lysol in aisle 7, Bella?) Phil's suicidal tendencies soon 
came to light when he stopped flying planes and began jumping out of them ... but what more could a young 
French girl of about 14 want in an Anglophone? Phil , with his stunning hair and suave demeanour has 
brought both pleasure and pain to men and women everywhere . As Bella, he walked Cartier halls, but once 
inside his bedroom, he was King Bella due to his 'Italian" monstrosity Ihis eyebrow) . Phil, the only 
man to read naked and fall asleep with his door locked . If he had as many girls as books he's read, 
he'd be competing with Chamberlain . No, Phil, you're the greatest land tres cool) . Da Boys of Cartier 
and D-Line love ya and will miss ya' Don't be a stranger and D-Line forever . .. 

PILOT PSYCH 

Billie The Kid, the cowboy from New Brunswick, was the toughest man in Oromocto. Billie courageously 
entered the field of Sci-Eng but he quickly decided that it just wasn ' t for him so he moved to the ' dark 
side" . When drunk, his patience is non-existent, which results in his extremely short temper . Actually, 
this describes Billie when he is sober as well . In Billie's attempts to foster good relations with the 
first years and to promote Physical Excellence , he has assisted in the area of push-ups . . . and has even 
given up several of his weekends for this physical betterment of others . Billie 8 moves, the second of 
hockey's tireless three, has a knack for scoring the big goals . Speaking of scoring, Billie has been 
'Fostering' a rollercoaster of emotions with his love life and is unable to make 'head or tail' of the 

At least he has TRIED to keep his hooks in place throughout his ordeals . IA PENNY for your 
Billie). -All For One And One For All- 'The Musketeers' 

STEPHEN BAXTER LEME ENG 

Mr . Punctuality, Stephen Baxter is never late, everyone else is always early . With his - wake 
everyone else up at the stupidest hours of the night - alarm clock and his military first 
attitude, SAS has aquired the title of silent stud .2, only to be surpassed by Zippy. This SLT 
late-comer was quick to catch up on Quebec relations . Nearly getting himself arrested for 
vandalizing a car, this super-lover and womanizer, and former Klingon warrior has !:Jrought new 
meaning to the term STRESS PUPPY . 

AERE 

Da Cartier Boys 
& 

D. Line 

ELEC ENG 

Chris Bionic-leg Bellsmith came to us from that unknown province in the east and has adapted quite well to 
lIfe here at Royal Roads . After his unfortunate first year experience with Cartier Flight he was moved up 
to Hudson. There he learned the real meaning of 'pride without pinch" though he can still press some mean 
V's . C. B. was on the Soccer team and the Mountaineering club at Roads . He was on the Fencing club, but decided 
he needed to work on his school work . II think he was afraid of losing to M.N. ). A dedicated Thursday night 
SImpson crew member , Bellsy has become an expert of being able to make the Flinch flinch . If he wasn't 
complaining about M.N. 's driving abIlities, he was always helping someone out. He doesn't say much and you 
ran put him anywhere you want when travelling. Having not found the woman of his dreams here in BC, Bellsy 
_s headlng back to Ontario to see if he can find a wife and perhaps become an engineer in his spare time . 



JOHN BENSON 

STEPHANIE BENNETT MARS ARTS 
Hailing from the Queen Charlotte Islands, Bermuda, Southern Ontario and maybe a few other places around 

world , Stephanie Bennett decided to try bridging and first year a second time . Upon her return she 
'oined the dark side of arts and became a member of the evil clan, with her S/J roommate, that haunts 2 

halls . She is a very friendly person, especially to an ex-barman-now 2LT , and is sure not to attend 
more hot tub parties . She is well known for get ting in and out of trouble ALL the time and her 

ive nature keeps people waiting and has gotten her graunched twice . I do believe the price on her 
cases of beer? She even had time to grace the doo-wop choir and the Field Hockey team with her 
Steph is a great friend and we know she'll be here for 2nd year .... this time round . 

PILOT CaMP SCI & EOS 
John Benson is ' ... TOO FAST FOR LOVE"! This Cartier flight Romeo stud was rarely seen this year, only 
the shadow of his 'HORMONE DRIVEN HONDA' and his next date could be seen silhouetted against the moonlight. 
How many cylinders is this one John? When 'off duty" he can be heard scuffing down the halls of Cartier 
flight preparing his next flight plan to wherever his hormone driven Honda will take him next, unless 
of course he is taken hostage by flaming Com-Sci students in the Jr . Terminal room . Nearly giving his fellow 
Cartier buds a heart attack, John captured the momentum of his love life and made that 'mile and a half ' .Was 
it 10 : 07 John? Way to go Big Guy! Thanks to John a lot of us are still here ( ... Com-Sci blues anyone? I) • For 
the next two years the women of Victoria will have to remain in hiding as John continues THE HUNT ..... 

ADAM CARLSON 

Love DA CARTIER BOYS! 

TRAVIS CADIEU SECURITY PSYCH 
Dr. Travis Cadieu, hai ling from Vernon B.C., came to RRMC following in his brother's 

footsteps . From day 1 here at Roads, Travis has been on the drive for 5(CWC '96). In first year 
Trav became a regular at Monty's where he improved college relations with the performers by 
commenting on the performance, ie : 'Bring it over here, baby" " . Trav has been dreaming of a life 
where he's free to wear jeans . He wants to be reunited with his brother in the promised land .. . or 
so he says. Travis has told many a tale about the summer of his life in Montreal. This summer also 
brought new purchases for Travis and his Wife . A brand new Ferrari for the two to explore the 
mysteries of our great nation tuned in to CBC . This member of the rowing team looks forward to the 
future where he'll attend an Ivy league school. What does the future hold He'll say a 
'ob at Montreal General ital, married to 

PILOT CaMP SCI & aCE 
Adam Carlson- a man and his computer . Slack Idleson isn't just a name, it's a way of life . He roams 
the halls of Cartier bringing smiles to the faces of pathetic first years. His undying enthusiastic 
smile has earned him the title 'Nicest Second Year in the Wing'. But we all know the real truth ... 
A former west coast belly-dancing champion, this Kamloops native snowmobiled in quest for the perfect 
butter tart, hence Babyfuzz. His adventures in Tartland came to a sour end, when Babyfuzz took a 
left turn and grabbed another piece of Toast. Bitter but still smiling and still' pensing c'est 
fun', Adam is loyal to Royal Roads and inflicting self pain to himself as he tackles compo sci . / 
oceanography. The boys of Cartier love ya and remember, you're too nice! 

CHAUDHRY ARMD ECO & COMII 
in the desert, a violent sandstorm hurled this little Arab right past customs and 

these DisneyLand gates where he has risen to prominence as the "Chief Daddy Bronze' . 
"!'JlUL~",ly evading Immigration Canada, "Da Chief' managed to be shot down by every first year female 

wing (and a few males as well)- moving on through the staff with a brief stop at the Psych 
department . Still striving for Intelligence, this Cypress Hill wanna-be and D-Line member will always 
be remembered for his cheese. Where does he get it all? Really Ali you are da best and we wish you 

,all the best at Disney World in Kingston . 
, HUGS AND KISSES-DA CARTIER BOYS! 
, P.S. Ali take your shorts off next time and the keys to the cuffs are still in St . Jean. 



-- JAMES CHORLEY INFANTRY HIS / POLl SCI 

~a~.e sperl: h.S Lrst year cLppled by a rugby aCCldent and fel: compelled to channe: this pain by 
vOiClng h!s news of the third year class to the trollinator. Later on ln the year, his independant 
production of the Cartier Flight Parade States establlshed himself as the most hideously keen first 
year in the f:ight as he went around ln dril~ kit for a few days . James always seems to force 
h.~se:f on some strict budget in order to buy his third bicycle or fifth set of tires for hiS truck 
(al:ho';gl'. he da.ms that his budget is not at al: as strict as Bergsma II) . No one can really 
understand the background of his love life . James is however setting a record for the longest case 
of DSB (although th~s record might have been shattered-who was that first year anyways?) . As with 
the rest of JS , good luck with your 'Kingston Dilemma', and also, all the best at Gagetown, may you lI" iI .. t.a~ste of_t~h~e~ .• ~. ______________________________________________________ ___ 

GRANT O. COOKE 

PILOT COMP ENG 

where have we heard that name before? Perry , the man , the myth, that sarcastic 
Hey Perry, how many years has it taken you to get this far? What can you really say 

a guy who never really says much unless he's shootin' you down ... He did however inherit a 
isease from his X-S/J buds, by the way, how was Ann??? Did you pick her up at Julies? ... Oh 

sorry , you're the only one of Da Cartier Boyz who hasn't picked up at Julies! What else can 
really say about phil ... err ... Perry . Actually just take a look at Phil's writeup, hey aren't 

these both pictures of Phil? Just what do those two do all night . . . It doesn't matter as long as 
Phil is on top! Seriously , good luck in your ambition to be a tullip ... tolip ... sorry pilot . 

Love Da Cartier Boyz . 
(PS - Shoot before 're shot down!) 

PILOT 80S/COM SCI 

And God said let there be Cookie . . . and so it was . But this was no Chip's Ahoy . This was a 6'4' , 220 lbs , 
yEa: rugby playin ' , water and snow skiin ' , beer drinkin', head bangin', Jedi Master. Alas , be not afraid of 

this Cookie Monster, for those near and dear to his heart know he ' s all warm and fuzzy deep down inside . 
a ".:£ Cookie never quite appreciated the vast enormity of our beloved country until he tried to conquer the 

Rockies, the Great Plains, and les belles filles on a 600 cc crotch-rocket . We ' re glad to see he ' s finally 
recovering from his bow-Ieggedness (atta boy) . However, we are a bit uncertain as to the structural 
~ntegrity of hiS melon . Due to the barbaric use of his head he sometimes slips in and out of reality and 
w.ll most likely be unable to confirm any of the above . fer sher tha dude' 11 bee misst bye uss engin

Makin' the red skin redderrrr , MFT&CAT . 

BRIAN COX PILOT CIV ENG 

Cox, Coxy or as we know him 'Cocker', will be well remembred by his Fraser Buds . Who'll ever 
forget doing wall sits while Cocker relieved himself in the John . Or how about those runs he 
got us into . Perhaps we ' ll just remember Cocker for his greatness at sports and his brillant 
theories! On the other hand we might just remember him for his nack for polishing his knob in 
the nude. Of course there were those super kye packages (we love you Mom) and the childhood 
stones of the mean streets of Terrace, BC . And nobody will forget the time when he joined in 
and cheered as his sister came down the hill . 

ANAV EOS / OCEAN 

re he is' The man, the machine! It's Heavy D a .k.a. Jlm Morrison: from Ottawa, Quebec . A rather 
qUlet guy when sober, Dwayne has a nasty hab. t of contemplating walls or ceilings (he claims to prefer 
walls) rather intently whlle sittlng ln his favorite chair. He is, as a matter of fact, the only man in 
mll col hlStOry to be known to have liked his easy chair so much as to mark this piece of his territory 
rd~her prim.tively . He actually likes it so much he decided to stay close to it by joining the dark 
s.de sClence) and 5"aying here for the duratlon of his mil col career. ThlS year, the httle frog 
.. ~rchased, along w~"h a few pl~lows, one of the :argest and most solid vehlcles to roam the streets of 

Trougr he is not the mfJst physlcally imposing fellow on the ice, Dwayne has proven his metal 
nding the net for the Roads hockey team. 



ALLISON DYMOND PILOT CaMP SCI & EOS 
"We're in Quebec and we're having fun'" When Allison's not in Quebec having fun, her fun in BC includes 
beating everyone, even Artsies , at Scrabble; getting up at 06 :00 to play water polo; reading Trish's 
'intellectual" paperbacks; and enjoying 'real' coffee. Other pursuits are cleaning her room (she can stay 
organized for more than one week), protecting Mr . Polars from the hands of an ex- S/J, planning her next 
free weekend at home in Vancouver, and playing her clarinet in the band . Allison is way more prone to 
bouts of asininity than others (just ask her about the travellers' cheques incident or which skirt not to 
iron in the morning) but things always work out . Mr . Right has eluded Allison ; if he did come along, 
however, she might not want a boyfriend . .. ?! (No matter how big his dimples, eh Alli?!) Being in a state 
of perpetual motion, it's a wonder they're going to let her near planes , let alone fly them! With her 
determination and talent, we have no doubt of her success. 

ANDREW ECKFORD MARE ELEC ENG 
Coming from Sherwood Park, Alberta, Andrew is a well-known part of Fraser Flight . All the Fraser 
second years have fond memories of him from first year, first semester . Typical scene : Fraser bud 
enters room, "Hi Andrew' (jubilant), Eckford rolls over on bed from vampire sleeping position, "Get 
the f--- out of my room' (deep foreboding voice) . But afterwards in second semester, Andrew turned 
into the guy we all know and love : he volunteered for everything so we didn't have to . This gained 
Andrew a position to be respected in second year, namely Fraser Flight Proctor . He's still our 
friend, but I certainly wouldn't let some people at this writeup (Cox, Gothard and Gosselin send 
their love) . Andrew's ultimate goal is to become a daunting naval officer. Scary thought? If he 
runs his ship like he controls the hallways the Navy will never be the same . 

STEVE FARRELL 

RYAN EYRE PILOT 
One of the more agile "fraser flight academic ninjas', Ryan hails from Craik Sask . although 
anyone who has seen him will swear that his place of birth was closer to Berlin . If you were 
looking for Ryan in first year, he would have been found locked in his room, fighting over the 
mirror with Cocker . This year he can be found chasing Goose around for academic help, or making 
sure the resident frogs don't get any sleep. Over the years Ryan has learned to put the drunks in 
the front seat and how to live with three in a room . However, he has yet to learn how to consume 
alcohol with out having to clean up his dinner for second time . Good luck at RRMC, and get your 
own stash of condoms, cause we won't be around next year to give them to you . 

CELE (L) ENG 
Do you recognize this man? Maybe you've knocked on his door only to have him open it a crack, 
wearing nothing but a towel, urging you to "GO AWAY' . All the while his eyes darting to some object 
of interest in his room . This is without a doubt the picture that springs to the minds of most of 
his Fraser Flight buds . Steve is renowned for his french abilities . His summer spent on second 
language training gave him some intimate knowledge of the French-Canadian culture, but unfortunately 
left him in "the sandbox". Keep trying Steve' Among Steve's other interests are : basketball, 
weightlifting and deciding whether or not he's engineer material. It has yet to be determined 
whether Steve will stay at Roads or join his engineer friends at RMC where he can meet a whole new 

Remember one thing Steve . RETP and Nova Scotia have one thing in common, 
out of school!! 

PILOT 
The frog came to Roads from Calgary, Alberta . Usually sporting a dazed and confused look, we're never 
really sure if he's with us or not . Frogger's first year found him to be a rather cheap and 
overwhelmingly friendly drinker, quick to pucker up to any girl who happened by . But that's OK because 
he's french, right Marc? ! Control of bodily functions also proved to be a bit of a problem after his 
nights on the town. Now in his second year, Marc has decided to stay and pursue a science degree . A 
master DF'er, the frog enjoys staying up late doing not much at all. Actually, we're not sure what 
he's up to because we can't find him . Oh yeah that's right, he's upstairs . 

JASOI 
::./: 



Os JASON FURLONG ANAV ENG 

-.- --", ;":e~·10r. a~: personnel shou:d be ~" ,he ~ookO\:, :o~ an escaped CO"".(" bJ tf.e name of 
'~or.gUo~g. ' At t.rres 'Je car. be seen wandenng around ,he halls in his bathrobe looKing for a 

." PJ~-Key d·"~l:lq duty hours . :Ju~ing exa.~, ro::t.ne he can be seen sport.ng a clJeesy stache acco:::par.ied Oi 
req"est o~ 'Pizza, Coffee ar.yone?' fur:ong can eas.ly fit .nto a crowd, espeClally with ex
roor:;:natcs(w::o have already beer: apprehended-RG, DH, ZG and female first years. TlJe authoriUes 
DeL eve that he er.ded up way Out in B.':. because of hiS superb navigat"on skills . Any other Air 
"a'/lgator wou"d have made 1t Out of the country by now. His pastimes include listening to great 
'.11S.C (that is 1 f you llke Johann Sebastien and pornography . .. er I mean photography. Some of his 
-'.her attempted hobbies include dancing, soccer, Singing and running . One ex-roommate was heard to 

REJEAN GAGNON EMB CHEM ENG 

'For whom the bell tolls, Time marches on .. . ' Since meet.ng Re] at BOTC he's been on a downward 
spual, ending v;ith hiS recent run ln with the largest street gang in the world . Rej has recently 
become a reformed man . Long gone are the days when Rej and Steve would search out les petites 
playmates at St. Jean . Rei can most commonly be seen staring at pictures of violence and mayhem 

.Whilst listening to music with incomprehensible lyrics which, if played backwards, would remain 
incomprehensible . When not engaged in this unprofitable pursuit Rei can be found laughing 
maniacally inforffilng you that "Life is a game that people play', or doing seemingly endless Eng 
Graph assignments. One thing everyone would like to know is who are all the ieunes filles that 

is constantly communicating with . Rej "The FDC King" ventures forth to the so called promised 
where he will no doubt rtake of all the finest pleasures of the area . . . ' COKE, PLEASE' 

MILE ENG 

'r-. b.ack sports type bag," Goose's greeting to Fraser Flight fills our hearts with memories of the 
flIst joyful night of recruit term . In fact, the mere thought of many of Colin's antics in first year 
-an be ll'1ked to memories of various punishments, like the first drill weekend of the year . Hailing 
frorr Melfort, Saskatchewan, Colin has been known to criticize many outside ideas and practlces . He 
r,as however fallen into the clutches of one outside evil influence. Invaluable to the flight in bouts 
Jf violence, Goose will no doubt enjoy his military career blowing up bridges . Colin can most often 
be found holed up in the library, on secret trips downtown, or returning to the block close to 
'lIidnight with a bag and no explanation of where he has been . Colin's favourite pastime is no doubt 
the harassment or stealing wall decorations from everyone else's rooms . A word of 

have no idea what is in store for 

ZOLTAN GOTHARD PILOT 

I @FSF love this mother #S%%#~S place . Zolt @#S# came to Roads 
Battle School bringing with him a ' '~S' expansive vocabulary . 
barmen quickly got him a pair of leather socks and an extensive 

COMP ENG 

straight from the @4$ Hungarian 
His love of authority and 
knowledge of cadwins , Zolt the 

Bolt can be seen streaking across the upper circle, scaring the hying &@dS* out of the French 
teachers . zolt leads a simple life . His day is a mix of high sucrose meals, power snoozes 
during the day and a steady diet of computer games at night. 'Get out of my way you mother 
!%&@=S . .. ' Ah yes, we can't forget his highly refined driving ... er racing skills; on the 
highway zolt can maneuvre around anything but a Quebec Highway patrol car . Zolt' s room is 
easily found . Just follow your ear to what sounds like the Kactus dub on a Friday night; 
you'll find yourself at the end of the leper colony far away from the rest of the flight. 

SECURITY HIS / POLl SCI 

was voted 'most likely to be an anal and bitter third year' by the Fraser class of 97, 
Dave is known to find pleasure in Simple things - postlng drawings of babies with skin diseases and 
iefaClng popu"ar movie posters, to name but a few . It is said that Dave is the most prolific user of 
ed ink in NATe - but not because he is in debt. (Just ask to see his sixes cartoons.) Always seeking 

~old some fresh and impressionable mInds in his warped image, Dave once held the ambition of becoming 
d recrUi' terll section commander, but we suspect that his current ambitlOn is to become dictator of some 
'm.al thud-world country . It has been suggested that Dave is actually an escaped war criminal . . . come 
v t"ink of it, no one has ever seen Dave and Albert Speer in the same place at the same time . .. In any 
a,e, the PMC-ln-waiting will continue to be a valuable member of Fraser flight over the next two years . 



STEVE HART 

HILARY HARRIS PILOT ENG 

Hilary is a person few will forget, although truthfully it may be the events more than the person that is 
remembered as she continues her constant quest to d1scover just what she is doing at RRMC, and Wh1Ch 
degree program she wants. Many will recall with humour some of Hilary's antics; w1th the exception of 
course of the Canex, which still hasn't recovered from it's 1993 flooding . She is also known to be an aVld 
tea lover, too bad she couldn't remember to unplug the kettle ... "Hilary are those flames I see?" And 
driving ... Yes an event never forgotten once experienced. As she climbs into her flashy blue power 
machine, citizens scramble as she calmly explains to the passenger that the right-hand side of the car is 
their responsibility . One-way dosen' t necessarily mean your way Hil. She presents an aura of 
sophistication with respect to her literary but we have been informed she can never resist a good 
trash novel . Oh, and Hil, sure 

LOG (L) POL & ECO 

Just what the hell is he anyways? Greek? Italian? Puerto Rican? Well, whatever he is, Steve is 
one of the most easy going, level-headed and relaxed people at the college. He calmly turns the 
other cheek when he is the butt of his peers' jokes . Needless to say, he rarely looks straight 
ahead . Battling a slight speech impediment and a more severe drooling problem, Steve has achieved 
good grades wi thout even cracking a book . Next year, he's headed to RMC where he intends to 
continue to memorize all of his notes . Good luck Sadistic Steve Strong . 

RICHARD HUDSON 

CHRIS HOLLETT PILOT ENG 

Armed w1th nothing but his boyish looks and a disarming innocence (gullibility), this intrepid 
young goaler set out from Hackett's Cove in search of adventure and the capacity to consume 
alcohol . He found plenty of adventures but is still seeking the liquor tolerance (beer caps still 
give him a buzz) . YG has had his heart broken countless times but he has given as good as he has 
got. Now he's off to the Promised Land of RMC one step ahead of the ever present SUP monster. 
Good luck Chris! 

??? CIV ENG 

I decided to take this space to say goodbye to the members of the class of 1996 whom I may never 
again. I couldn't decide exactly what to say until I was standing on parade one day after 
up was due. Anyway here I go . . . 
This May when grad parade 1S over our class will split up; some will go to RMC, some will stay here, 
some may even go to CMR. For some this will be the last time you see some friends you have made here . 
For all the change of location and people wlll undoubtable give rise to new friendships . I wish we 
all would remember one thing: We will always be the class of 1996, "We few, We precious few, We band 
of brothers' (William Shakespeare, Henry V. ) Good luck to all in your futures, I wish you well . 
P.S. Todd buddy, I'll miss ya' 

THOMAS HUGHES ARMD HIST & IP 

In the early months of first year, Tom was a shining example of unbridled enthusiasm and keenness. 
However the Dark Side quickly corrupted his soul and he became one of the foremost DF'ers in the 
wing. The strain of milcol also drove Tom over the edge, his personality has become a mixture of 
anti-social tendencies and general weirdness. As therapy, Tom has decided to try and be nicer (this 
means that he can't point and laugh, just laugh). Tom has been known to slip into a th1Ck gaelic 
brogue when he's been drinking . Once, after drinking a pint of rubbing alcohol, he even sang some 
Irish ballads, though he still claims he doesn't know any. Tom plans to spend two more years here at 
RRMC. After grad, he's going to run off and join the Armoured Corps, where one day he hopes to make 
major so that he can promptly retire . 
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zCHRIS I!UTT ARMD 
HIST & IP 

:h Hailing from Bellevllle, Ont, the beer capital of the world, Chns has two goals in hfe : to wreck 
stuff and to be the only man able to consume a 40 oz of Rum and still remember his area code . He 
has a natural tendency to pick up whales at Hutt's cabaret , but only because of his fetish with the 
:dea that he's more naturally .ikeable than his only fnend. In lieu of studYing, Chris passes the 
time by being an accomplice in driving Steve insane, and sharing tales of his inebriated past that 
grow more Hrprobable with every telling . But next year he's off to RMC to draw swords and axes be-
cause the stress during exam routine here at Roads is too much for him to handle . . . ..... Exams . ... . . 
Chns writes exams???? 

JEFF ISENOR PILOT ENG 

Hailing from 'Goaler Land' (Nova Scotia) Jeff 'Idle' Isenor displays the characteristics of the ultimate 
Air Force personel. Idle can play golf , he's a wizard on computers, any job is so much easier when someone 
else does it, and breakfast is a coffee , a Coke and a tin of Pringles. Idle earned his nickname because 
he is one of the keenest cadets in the Wing ... NOT . On the physical side of training, Idle ensures that 
he maintains a well rested state of mind . (RACK!) On top of playing on his computer, Idle plays hockey, 
ensures that Coca-Cola Inc . makes a nice yearly profit, watches T.V . and 'HHUNNN's' as many stupid 
questions as possible. At any given time Jeff can be found either in his pit, in front of the T.V. or 
at the back of the class . His favorite night spot is the wild Rover where he can get his fill of Goaler
Music . It is not hard to envision Idle doing Mach chicken with his Coke on fire, strapped on to a mega 
thruster and honkin' a niner! 

PILOT SCI 

Kel.y is a true pilot if there ever was one . His priorities are listed as follows; his plane, his 
hair, his car and finally his woman . The ball and chain would be really disappointed if she found 
this out . But he's never bitter. .. Every once in a while you can hear him mutter from his room, ' I 
hate rooks" His friends barely see him, since he is out melting the heart of a poor innocent local 
girl. While all of the boys are leaving for God ' s country, he plans on staying . His reasons are that 
he wants to take earth observational science, and he also likes the weather, but we know the true 
reason is the company . After he grads he plans to spend the rest of his life in the air, flying 
anything that they'll give him . He'll never forget his roots back in frozen Thunder Bay, and he often 
dreams of speeding down a snow covered trail on his snow machine . We think that he'll always be 
comfortable ' fast with a mask and upside down' . 
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CHAD KABATOFF MECH ENG 

Chad came second at the nationals . He should have won too' You may not care but it's true! 
First year saw Eddy as quite an uptight chicken but after proving his manhood by beating up the 
CWC he began to get in touch with his mellower side . Of course his feathers still do get 
ruffled during conversations on the subject of self gratification ... too bad with such large 
hands and all! Ever attentive and keenly atune to things that aren't there; the king of fowls 
will be leaving RRMC to learn the fine art of rebuilding a conquered world . Don ' t laugh, we 
may very well depend on him to bring us back from the dark ages some day . In the meantime, 
just don't stand too close to him in the lunch line . And oh yeah, if he asks for the ketchup, 
don't play with his emotions; give it too him the first time. Keep smiling Chad ... someone 
knows you' 

ARTY MIL & STRAT STUDS 

';'he end of Second Year : is it a sense of accomplishment, a sense of well being, a sense of 
fulfillment? How about a sense of Deja Vu? Rhino liked Second Year so much he came back for more . 
There's something to be said for the transition from senior to junior but Turbo-Ty could be seen 
invoking Third Year status whenever needed . He finally overcame his fear of 52 and is undoubtably a 
'!lore professional cadet because of it. It's been fun with Peaches , Rugs, Angus, Limey, and Breech 
Cadet Reichert but perhaps the welcome matt of Victoria has worn thin after 21 years and it's time to 
~ove on. Great Lmes, great fnends, great sports, but stale air; yea, time to move on . He'll be 
'aking some friends w.th him, saying good-bye to others and reconnecting with old ones . Be they past 
'r present, here or there, they shan't be forgotten, one in the same . 



JP LAFLEUR 

SHERI-LYNN KENNY MARS PSYCH 
Sheri-Lynn Kenny hailing from the frozen wasteland of "Hicktown' Northern Ontario hit Roads with a 
resounding crash. In the past two years, the "Bulldozer', as she is fondly and aptly referred to, has 
made her mark on the Field Hockey team, the pool staff. and most recently the DooWop choir. The ex
'wanna be' zoomie approaches everything in life with boundless energy and zeal - often leaving bodies 

and broken in her wake . Lethal when playing goalkeeper on the field, Sheri has now focused her 
ly gaze on two new victims . . . Foxy (ex-CMR) and the Navy!! As a much loved member of the Evils, Sheri 
spent her time studiously avoiding academics, rewriting memos, and squeaking out of breechable 

We all love her lots and are happily keeping her here for the duration of her Psychology 
ree . God save us all! 

AWC POL & ECO 
Born and raised in Shawville, Quebec, J . P. is a man with grand plans for the future . Namely, he 
wants to make money and lots of it . Although his enrollment in milcol seems to contradict these 
plans, he views it as a stepping stone . He has a number of bad habits including a predilection for 
intense personal grooming and an overwhelming God-complex . Surprisingly, he has a lot of naturally 
likeable friends that counter-act his abrasiveness . He takes great pleasure in infuriating them, 
especially Steve . Next year he's heading back east in pursuit of his commerce degree . Remember 
J . P. , the answer is always 8 and once you get to the main road everything else is easy . 

GARRETT LAWLESS 

COLIN LAVERTY MILE (L) ENG PHYS 
Born four centuries too late, Colin should have been born during the Renaissance . Colin brought 
his tepid (is that right Colin?) personality to us after his brief sojourn in Wales . Here, 
despite being president of two clubs, and being second year rep , he still had time to maintain 
first class honours, do sports everyday . and prove someone wrong at least once a day. Thanks to 
his dad's great personality and credit card, Colin's love life is flourishing as is demonstrated by 
his never fading "cold sores', which mysteriously appeared after Montana (Hmrnmrn .. . ) . Moving on to 
RMC in pursuit of an Eng Phys degree, Colin hopes to perfect his skill of balancing a ball on his 
nose while playing Mozart on the bagpipes and doing math problems with his toes . Only then does he 
feel that he will be a well rounded person . Colin can do it all, and we hate him for it . Good luck 
buddy, and here's to times yet to come . 

PILOT ENG 
Garry "FLAWLESS' Lawless, even after BOTC, 'still has no clue' . After going 1 for 5 on tasks and a for 
1 with the platoon comd's wife, Garry was off to Roads . He returned after Xmas to show what he was made 
of ir: the wing swim meet, breaking the 100 breast stroke record -- 'I thought you recorded his time' . 
Garry found the X-Canada trip to CMR to be EXECRABLE ... and bloody . Upon his arrival at CMR he discovered 
the world of triathlon as well as the DCdts daughter and the triathlon swim coach. Garry's roommate at 
CMR proved to be educational by exposing him to the infamous Newfie / Albertan interprovincial summer 
festival . The last night at CMR was exciting as he saved a fellow Rodent from near death and then saw 
her back to her room safely. What a nice guy . Following his return home he discovered wrestling; he hopes 
to take it up again this summer. Back at RRMC, he ensured that his favourite Hudson lifeguard was tucked 

into his bed I mean her bed . 

TODD LAWRENCE PILOT 
Todd (schlick) Lawrence was a good friend to all who knew him. Whether you be from Roads or from the 
nether world beyond left only to communicate with him via the auspicious world of telenetworking, you 
just can't help liking the guy who has never known anything worse than the word ' frig " . Todd left 
Roads a bit early this year in hopes of finding himself and a girl without children . I know he will 
succeed at the first but I'm afraid he may be ever cursed with the latter. I mean this too . .. I was 
his recruit term room mate . SHE'S WHAT'!!! So wull I shore duhoo tink U' ll mish yuh d'er Todd, bud 
wuddever ' appens I ka-no dat yuh'll alwaysh find ' er 'appiness in dat shweet underful oorld yuh live in 
dat we y' all wish we cud ayall live in . Take care Bro, I'll be thinking about ya! 

JASe 



CELE (L) SCI 

"0 uv /ot: pronot:nce that anyways? A;ter two years at Roads we are still left wondering . Ludge 
co~es to ~s fron ~he Conox Va:ley, where's that aga.n? After spending one year as a first year, he 
said he'd lL~e to do it again j~st so he could mISS the duty list . well it worked first semester 
and most of second semester tlll the infamous 7 days extra duties where he learned the how to 'pay 
attention to details' . The ~udge monster still amazes everyone WIth his athletic abillty . Soccer 
team, fencing, and over 450 on the PT test whlle dislocating his shoulder every two weeks, when are 
they going to flx that thing anyways? Although repeating the year he stIll manages to be everywhere 
at once. It's like one of those cheesy horror sequels, just when you thought he ' d left he's back 
dfing as usual. Ludge decided to take the 5 year program at Roads so will not be venturing to join 

the tant that till 2: 30 in the 

PILOT MECH ENG 

Aaron is the result of bad Cadet traIning and a Nanalmo upbringIng . This big head for a small 
body came to uS an innoncent child lost in the throes of his beliefs . A beer guzzllng, smoking, 
cussing fool, this former womanizer has lost his freedom to some blond piano player. He had 
experiences in Quebec with some of the local men who loved his French enough to force feed him 
some (who threw that rock anyways??) . It was here that we discovered the wonder of Luskie's 
drunken hands (they sure weren't for fighting) . His choice of music is one shared by certain 
species of African tree frogs . A hardened criminal (we all forget to shave once in a while), he 
will be taking his case to the promised land where he will be taking Mech Eng and a social studies 
course ' How to Have Fun Without a Girlfriend 5 Minutes Away '. We know that he will be lonely, at 
least until he to the real church and gets some spirits and lets his hands do the talk 

INFANTRY HIST & POLl 

simple life . Yet, how many simple people view life as a war? How many simple 
people own their own AR- 15 assault rifle , keep their rucksack packed at all times , get their head 
shaved every week , spends their free weekends in the bush with the local Reserves and spends hundreds 
of dollars on his own combat equipment? Born in Trenton , Dale was introduced at an early age to G. I. 
Joe . As a teenager he did numerous tours with the cadets and the militia . Now at Royal Roads, he has 
almost finished his long journey home to the Canadian Airborne Regiment . The silly things in life are 
those that matter most to Dale . Posters on all four walls, he needs his wall to wall carpeting, he 
needs his four square meals a day, and he needs at least ten hours sleep a night . These are Dale ' s 
God given right Dale does not concern himself with the 

in his room of mil' lia . 

ARMD 

Jeff likes knives! Jeff likes bull whips' Jeff likes guns! Jeff likes continuous senseless 
violence' These are reasons that Jeff's mentor is the Punisher. Jeff came from Northern Ontar 
were he was nicknamed Charles Manson . Oh , despite popular belief, he is sane and quite well 
balanced . On his spare time Jeff either prepares himself for Gagetown , researches his next 
investment , does pentathlon activities, works with the auto club stuff, or challenges Mother 
Nature WIth various expeditions on the island . One of his trips however , destroyed Jeff's baby, 
the '71 Pontiac Lemans . Rest in peace! I must salute Jeff in that he is among the last 'true' 

This is one that does only the bare minimal academics to get by . This method has 
proved successful in the past but now these habits must change . .. NO'!" !' Jeff is never 
predictable , he will always surprise you and do something crazy . 

PILOT ENG PHYS 

Ryan IS from God's country of Alberta, bringing with him his astute rugby skills and great love of 
country music . Rye Rye is known for being very understanding about his wonderful feminist nick names, 
and great voice that he loves to share with us everyday possible . His pretty blue eyes and golden 
flaxen hair made hIm a Princess' favourite on all Rugby trips. SLT proved to be the Albertan stallion's 
coming of age, as he started hIS one man crusade of breaking women's hearts and having female visitors 
at twu in the morning, The easy going attitude and the slow to anger temper characterizes his deep 
Scott.sh roots that he is quite proud (and we hear about everyday with his singing). Ryan is off to the 
pr~mised land next year, where he'll be taking an Engineering Physics degree followed by neuroscience in 
'.he Os.o University of Medical Doctrine (God knows the connection there) . 



ANDREW MCHARDY LEME ELEC ENG 

Andrew 'really! the mastercard is only for emergencies' McHardy halls from the promised land of Alberta, 
where he perfected the art of Bogun hunting . A prairie boy to the bone, Chard frequently dnnks himself 
into oblivion to the point where he has an excuse for his drooling, and not even fire drills can bring 
him out of hIS comatosed state . Always willing to lend a helping hand Chardy has been known to show 
people 'California Dreamin' . Just as Chard realised there are limitations to what you can and can't do 
with a memory, he up and found himself a memory , I mean girlfriend, but not before he had his comfortable 
rest on the cham flight sofa (or is that spelled right?) . This versatile young lad plays both pipes , 
piano and still finds time to say "ok , TONIGHT I ' ll do homework ." Off to RMC in search of a degree in 
Elec . eng, Andrew is sure to find his niche . You couldn't ask for a better friend , well . . Cheers bud . 

????? CIV ENG 

Adam moved from Chatsworth, Ont to the more temperate climes of Roads longing to construct great buildings 
and bridges . Smiley ' s wit (sharp as a brick and packing a punch like wet kleenex) has bludgeoned its 
way through mil col. After I yr he was demoted to proctor (not proctologist, Adam!) . Using the diplomatic 
touch he acquired in Deutschland, Dum went wild in la belle province . While in Belleville, Dum was cornered 
by jailbait and a sallow-cheeked anorexic vampire . Neither was Adam a stranger to the Brockville belles, 
or their dogs! Aarff! His future is in the circus as an animal tamer, or a tamed animal on the Newfie 
leash . He could always be a balancing act (how are Cindy , Cathy , Tanuny , Lisa , etc .. ?) . He truly illustrates 
the dichotomy of Man, for we know of nobody else who is such a wonderful aXXhole' In truth , despite his 
puerile behaviour, the freshet of Adam ' s generousity overwhelms us all - and we take advantage of it ! 

CREED MILLMAN 

AWC POLl & ECO 

Meister , the piano man himself . As an important member of various bands and choirs, his 
talent is much appreciated . Another group that benefits from his generosity is the local Cub Pack . 

an AWC, he started preparing for his phase training earlier by joining the golf team . On his 
time he can be found camping in the B.C. wilderness while running wild in the forest with his 
1 friends, including Jeff . He has been quite the adventurer and has explored much of 

Island's natural wonders including Comox Glacier and the West Coast Trail. Ken is also a 
spender. After much penny pinching, he bought a $400 1981 Vette ... (chevette that is) . Despite 

ng so far from his home, in Petawawa, he has been able to keep up a strong relationship with his 
oved Jenny . As he is taking a degree in conunerce and transferring to RMC , he will be able to 
closer to his rl friend and someday be able to 

INFANTRY ENG 

Perched high upon his pile of stolen kye he waits . Slowly he scans the horizon . Then , a flash of 
almost imperceptible movement catches his attention. Swooping down, his tattered blue bathrobe 
flutters out behind him . His prey looks up and screams . Then, the messy haired blue abomination 
upon her . Another notch on the well worn axe of Creedence Millman . It's too bad all of our lives 
can't be as organized as his . The only man to keep a complete inventory of all his worldly 
possessions, Creed (rhymes with greed), is a very hard man to freeload off of . People wonder why 
Creed never comes out of his room. Perhaps it is related to having a new girlfriend every month . 
Creed values his sleep . The profs all know him as "the guy who sleeps in the corner' . Creed has 

through a class, yet he still manages to do well . Those long, sleepless nights 
friend who was voted as "Person most like to be miserable on 

PILOT 

In the quiet halls of Cham flight there is a soul who's existence is to search for a new place to hide 
in issue furniture . This man of rubber has the record for changing into full drill kit in a locked 
closet , upside down . Rocketman has amazed and dumbfounded most of his friends with his acrobatics and 
juggling skills . Simple can often be found down at the Olde Mill having a light dinner that no 
waitress has yet managed to carry in one trip , while sharing a pitcher of his favourite tea with his 
buds . Mr . InVIsible has even graced the classroom with his presence for a rack . He has become 
famous a being the first science student ever to take mech'o'mat even if it was only for two weeks , 
and being the first student to break his hand doing situps du r ing the PT test (try and figure that one 
out) . Handy will undoubtedly spend his next two years at Roads s tudying EOS/Oceanography, the 
underside of his bed , the tiny space at the bottom of a closet ,. or wrestling growlies in his bootbox . 



STEVE MONTGOMERY MILE ENG 
read this? If not, go find your coke bottles . Wrenched free of his lnnocence, 

Mont's interest in the scantily clad soon became an infatuation. Frequenting the more reputable 
c~ubs m town, Mont's tle has become a symbol of achievement in his life . A hardened rugby player 
In :irst year, Steve's broken arm never slowed him down . In fact, his cast became a weapon. 
LUCJ\lly for his roommates, he's not so violent in his sleep (although he carries on some nice 
conversatlons) . Never a fan of sappy movies, Monty'S own soap opera began to unfold soon after 
Christmas (opened that letter yet Steve?). Known to often make up an answer, Monty is not the 
person to 'borrow' an assignment from . Mont's chest is definitely not a matter to joke about 
(42DD?) . Off to RMC for engineering next year, Steve is sure to pass with flying .. something. Don't 

And who knows you don't need an degree for MILE . 

CELE ELEC ENG 
'Adonis' Mosh-tete has been the sunshine of Cham flight. Whether whining about how 

far away his girlfriend lives, how little money he has or how much homework there is to do, Brian 
seems to have somethlng positive to say, spreading good cheer to the rest of the world . A PT 

Brian has consistently achieved incredible scores despite carrying all that extra padding . 
as a mule (and about as good looking), Brian has a masochistic nature and loves putting 

on MNLD whenever PT tests rear their ugly heads . His marks soared this year, perhaps as a 
of abandoning the typical life of a mil col student and adopting the UT lifestyle, but at what 
Brian will be moving to RMC next year so that he can cut down on plane costs and be close 

that his girlfriend can drive to see him (only 18 hours isn ' t it?) . Yet the question remains : 
survive without the Kactus Klub and will it survive without him? 

AIR NAV HIST /POLI SCI 
the identity crisis : 'Air Force is blue Mark , not green! ". He can frequently be seen 

yearning to undertake some nocturnal activities in the bush . His desire for adventure and ability to 
navigate is beyond compare (I know the ocean is just around the corner, I can hear it from here!) . 
From hiking up the lsland to the first date, life with Mark is never a dull moment (You should have 
told me the median was here) . Realizing he had no power , here at Mil Col , Mark was obligated to go 
back to Air Cadets, where he was always devoted to show his cadets a good time . Between school, 
cadets and his escapes in the woods, Mark always finds time to shift into another dimension where the 
lncredible X-Men roam and where wolverine can beat up Batman and Spiderman, whatever. .. Don ' t worry 
about your job Mark, you'll always have your toy helicopters to play with' 

ANAV ENG PHYS 
This grumpy old man has been an academic inspiration to all of those outstanding (flaming) 
students having been woken up many times at 04 : 00 by his favourite phrase 'Tim I got a slight 
problem wlth tommorrow's assignment.' His light extracurricular involvements include imitating 
a trumpet player, lending grace to those of us with at least two left feet, running more miles 
than the average car does per year, and his favourite activity caterwauling . As a most vicious 
DM he has astounded players everywhere with the most insane puzzles known to man. The calmest 
and supposed respectable man of Hudson flight has also been known to slink off the college 
grounds for a wild night or three on the town. While not figuring out mortgage payments or how 
on earth the payoff his next Visa bill Tim can inevitably be found playing the latest computer 
games saving the earth from utter annihilation once again . 

MILE MECH ENG 

spent their summer learning how to parler la deuxieme langue, he spent his 
blowing up small housing structures and digging holes . His much beloved phase, which he recounts 
tHelessly, taught him the essentials of demolition and gassing the enemy, the militia and himself . As 

his college life, Mark can be found 65 feet under the ocean around the island, or running, riding, 
•. , .• ",,,,,,",,~ and fencing hlS way around the college grounds. Mark enjoys his forays into the wilderness 

first-year roommate , braving raging rivers, cliffs and treacherous bush in search of the 
ocean paradise. Next year Mark will be heading off for the another kind of mythical 

se, RMC. He will continue hlS almost religious like study habits in a quest for an engineering 
while he wistfully spends his summers destroying homes and bridges alike . 



RYAN C. NEW 

WALTER NORQUAY CELE (AIR ) COMP SCI & EOS 

Wally, a man and a haircut . Walter came to Royal Roads green and unviolated from the wetlands of deep Nova 
Scotia. He is an expert in feminology, majoring in Anns and minoring in Ilse. Two time east coast singles 

v-ball champion, Walter is a fine example of our Canadian National v-ball program . Wanting to be a Naval 
officer Wally failed his soap on a rope test, thus trying for pilot, where Wally's EGO far exceeded the 
allowable limit . So came Cele Air . Unable to grow hair on the sides and back of his head, Wally opted for 

the stylish cowlick, Hope things "Pam" out for you in third year and break out of that Anne epidemic . 
Love Da Cartier Boys '!! 

MARE EOS t OCE 

Dear Ryan, Remember how things used to be? Do you remember Julie's? Do you remember Anne? Do you remember 
what Ali promised you that night? Did he deliver? We were always tired but you always wanted to dance 

one more song . Oh! By the way, I have a story for you . Picture this . A man alone in a strange land . 

French is the language . Welcome to Quebec . Enter Isabelle ( a WOMAN) ... nuff said .. . Ryan is lost . 
So where have you been since then? We haven't seen you in a while? How have you been? I heard you 

were playing waterpolo, captain, goalie and everything it sure is a long way from PoP- O! Just thought 
we'd let you know it's been a good year in Cartier flight . Say hi to the wife . Hey! maybe one day you'll 

become the hulking man you strive to be, then again maybe not . . . 
Love, Da Boys of Cartier 

AARON NOVECOSKY 

DELTA NORUM MILE 

Delta hails from Prince George, in northern B.C. She too decided that one first year at mil col 

just wasn't enough, so she came back for a second . She is a member, along with her stj roommate , 
of the evil clan . Delta has been named the "toon' of the wing, and her cartoon nature keeps 

everyone laughing. She also seem to like to test how well she would do in the navy, those 
doubles sure go down fast . The only problem with partying is that she somehow ends up being 

dropped on her head . Delta tried her luck this year with different playing fields, love and 

field hockey . Neither of which have proved successful ... yet, she is still trying to play trumpet 
in the band . We'll see you in 2nd year Del . 

ANAV HIST & IP 

For the past two years this college has been my life . I've loved it, I've hated it, and everything 

in between . It's time to move on . After spending over twenty years on this rock I think I can 

safely say, "I've been here, I've done this, I've got the T-shirt, and now I'm nailing it shut.' 
leave you with this simple thought . .. 

Bones heal, 

Pain is temporary, 

Chicks dig scars, 

Rugby is forever . 

JOSH PRICE PLT 

Often confused with Spock because of his ears, Joshbo has problems with staying away from the casino, 

unless he is in the arms of his favourite woman, a pretty little number who is 5' 5" and weighs 165 
lbs . Since Joshbo has joined the military his life has been one adventure after another, from jumping 
out of windows, coming home at 5: 00 AM, breaking all the rules and not getting breached . In fact it 

is commonly known that no rules apply to Josh because when a man has the scratchies no rules apply . He 
is one of the true nighttime warriors as he has logged as many evening missions as any other three 
squadron warrior . Known for getting mixed up in the cement, in the sauce, and in blade wars,oshbo was 

the inspiration behind many a lark . He was there when Mickey hit the tower, he has rappelled off the 
tallest building on the college, and he has been the Defender of the Faith, and Wieldier of the Moose

cock. In other words, Josh was born for Three Squadron . 
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HEATHER RAY ARMD SCI 

c' er s~ 00. as an e:,gl~::er . A, ~~, • 'e. she reaLzed 'hat she was er, nea~her 

dr'Jpped down to SClence D., has so ::dr reslS'eC; the lure of the Dark Side but standby, standby . 
IJur.ng her 'l"lf' otf, Heat·~er.s always hang.ng arOund tt.e guys bur she has no other 'hoice 
gOing ,0 sc~.oo: here . She enjoys goir.g o:.t for a co:d beer and she or.ce ::lade an easy S' by 
p.cK.~g ;p a baTtf'nder on a be' . ~ast SC7.~er, Heather was ca::ed by her french nickna~e 'edder 
b:..~ that or.11 ,lppens :lOW d:.1r.ng ~re:1ch .eek. llex' Sw~,"1er Hea'.her 'iI .. l be taKlng ar::lo.red 
phase two where she' .. probaoly be the ,oughe5t person on course . See fa in Gage,own, Heat::er . 

PLT POL & BCO 

Breach-cadet Reichert has certainly left his mark here at Roads . Now knowing the d_cturn that you do 
not insult the entire milcol system at one ' s own tnal, Keith entered into the world of leather socks 
wlth a visit to cheap, cheap sauce . Later that night many members of the wing had the experience of 
watching KeHh stumble, lurch and scream out '.t's f'S%& *@ bull@!S% at the top of his lungs for an 
extended penod of nme . Also being the man with ,he luckiest car alive, if he lends hlS car out a 
few 'TIore t.mes he should soon get the entire th.ng fixed compliments of ICBC . How did someone who 
comes from the backwoods of central Alberta where the ocean is a fany tale come to be a member of t'le 

illng team" As well, having no musical ability whatsoever has not stopped him from flailing away at 
irst the cymbals and then the bass drum . Dragging out the sacred animal pelt for the cymbal secti, ,n 

of his first band involvement . 

MARS PSYCH 

~ ~hose who dor' r know her , N.cole dPpears to be quiet, sweet and lnnocent . As this L t' le Manitobian 
.ets loose, however, it becomes apparent that she is a 'wild woman ." Determined to experience all that 
mll col has to offer , Nick immersed herself in college life . She was soon a star on the field hockey team, 
c,COLng several If the team's few goals . The water polo club benefits from her skills, when she shows up . 
Oilnng her f .rst year here, she acquired a certain fourth year's help in understanding the ways of the college . 
Trey <Jere even on breach together : I wonder why ... ? I . It lS with his help now, however, that Nicole is 
.earn.ng more about her MOC , having recently made the transltion from MARE to MARS . How convenient . Engrossed 
.r. her studies, she did not have time to get homesick . In fact , several months could go by without Nicole 
:alling home . This Hudson Lovely has decided to stay at Roads for all four years to study Psychology . 

ANDREW ROY 

CLAY ROOK PLT COMM/ ECON 

Clay, the mar who is known throughout the wing for the liver that is always one brew away 
from a transplant, is merely minutes away from losing his pilot MOC and becoming a blind 
logistics officer due to his squinty eyedness . His bright sex lights, which may be what have 
put him on the edge of blindness , and his loud scratching have disturbed the poopdeck for 
quite some tlme now , as his nelghbours will attest . Although he no longer had a roommate, 
one could sLll hear unusual eerie nOlses com.ng from room 424 in the depths of the mght, as 
Clay, I 'etal:lon blanche, spent the evenings .;f h.s first semester sharpening his vulching 
skills . Crossing a line is something that has absolutely no meaning to Clay , as there are no 
lines in Clay's world . This has allowed Clay to end up in a variety of interesting 
conversaLons and positions . 

PLT PSYCH 

.J}, a "lan ..,f a 's.mpLstlc' nature, but .A 'l1any acr .ons .. . ThlS m.nuteman has endured "lany lonely 
mghrs out hag deveioped a respect for 'ali' types of women , ranging from the flexible to the aging .. 
Andy lr. a fr .end.y persun who w.ll talk to all sorts of people but can become quite lntense in his ideas 
ln certain cla3ses, such as lit . class, especially when he receives prompting from outside forces . 
Andrew had a ternfic Lme this past summer at BO"'C . He enjoyed whale watching at Cultus Lake, although 
thl" event later cam~ back tC' haunt hirr, as he had to make a death defying attempt to destroy certain 
(nnf'nl p . Re.rg an ABPer Andrew dldn't get '.0 enjoy CHR although he tried '0 malnraln good engLsh t 

freoch relations here at Roads . ih." r:'lwboy from New Bruns'Nlck has a very low tolerance fir alcohol 
which a:lows hlfr to save aL his money for his one rrue .ove in :lfe, hiS car . The Musketeers 



A.M. SHEEHAN 

MIKE ROY CELE EOS / COMP SCI 

To his friends Mike "s known as the hot reactor, type A personality, cheese-man, Denis the Menace, and 
the vulture man (of all the easy kills). On the lce, as well as off, Mlke loves to perform for an 
audlence (not dOlng well in either case). Winger extraordinaire for the Royal Roads Hockey Team's First 
Line, Mike has been known to make a few early exits (maybe to get to his 'canoeing' regattas to be one 
with the water with the Urethra, not to mention the beginnlng of a long lasting relationship with 
Johnny) . Michael's Cheesiness knows no bounds . From his attempts to sweet talk complete strangers to 
the fact that his life is just one 'pose' after another . Mike couldn't have been happier to find out he 
was again bunking up with 'the other Roy' for the second straight year . In your next two years at Roads, 
how many more times will you hear : "I heard you got in a fight last night , Mike '. The Musketeers 

CELE(LAND) PHYS & OCE 

Amoung AmI's various talents (most of which are academic orientated), is his uncanny ability to 
strike out with even the raunchiest of the Esquilmalt herd . He is, however, known for his kind heart 
in female circles, and his refusal to stoop to B. P tactics assures him a good spot in heaven . Anil 
is also known for his effeciency with modular tents, catching spinning butts , learning Yiddish ( the 
easy way I, and getting mercy _____ . Anil is always eager for a new adventure to anywhere theres a 
babe, a butt, and a brew (not necessarily in that order) . He hates planning weeekend festivities, 
because when they flop (as they often dol , he always gets the blame . We all know Anil as a good 
Larry, and he's always there to lend a hand ( or a flat foot I whenever needed . Anil is sure to kick 
some serious butt on CELE phase since he ' s an old R Nfld R vet . 

GREGG STEVENS 

CORA SHERBURNE LOG (ARMY) PHYS/EOS 
This little country girl packed her bags and left small town Marwayne, Alb . to join the ranks and 
become 'one of the guys . ' She is at times too keen (really, there is no reason to be up and 
cleaning every morning at 0530hrs for a 0700hrs inspection) . At the end of first year, Cora left 
Roads (and the LMOP) and headed off to the summer adventures of SLT . There she spent her summer 
diving in the rivers, touring the city of Montreal (good thing she's not a navigator) , and 
learning about both the Quebec and maritime cultures . The youngest in her second year class, she 
quickly showed that she could be quite the woman as she enjoyed the opportunities which Quebec's 
lower drinking age provided . However, now that the summer is over, Cora has begun again to 
settle down and flinch out over her studies . Nevertheless , as she is such an avid Blue Jays fan , 
she took time out of her busy schedule to see Joe Carter score, and thus win the world series . 

CELE(LAND) ENG 

Greggy is one of the fortunate souls able to find his way out of the city limits of Nanaimo . Surprisingly 
enough the Green Machine was able to make its way over the Malahat . The next sailing will be departing 
for RMC Aug 94 from docking berth 3 . The Big Stick will always be resented for the words 'Oh, that's 
easy . ' Being a founding member of the Cache Crew, the Cat Man made his mark in the late night (or should 
we say early morning) scene in st. Jean this summer past . Going from one extreme to another, this Jedi 
can either be found rippin ' some waves at Long Beach or shredding the slopes at Whistler, all in the same 
month . Being an active member of the Mountaineering club, Greg enjoys frolicking in the vast splendour 
of B.C. 's great outdoors . Soon the great outdoors will consist of - 30 degree blizzards . Ahhhh , finally, 
the promised land' Forever RRRockin ' da RRRReservation, MFT&COOKIE . 

DARREN THOMPSON MILE (LAND) 

Darren came to Mil. Col. for the challenge and almost met his match during the Christmas final exams of 2nd 
yr. Engineering . He soon saw the light and switched to Science . During the first semester of 2nd yr . Darren 
could be seen with a 'dirty' upper lip . Isn't it funny how that dirt disappeared over the Christmas Holiday? 
Darren has always been noted for being timely, (in his own time zone) especially for classes and flight! 
sqn meetings . In the block Darren has been known to do some rather strange things, for example : greeting 
the comandant while in shower kit and having water fights with Gothard ' s computer. In IM ' s Darren couldn't 
seem to get a grip on his balls, ETH balls that is . He showed excellent relations with the French in Quebec ; 
French women . No one seen him at CMR after supper until the next morning as he strolled in at 0630, hmmm . 
It was due to his good relations that Darren almost missed his plane back to Roads at the end of SLT . 

lew:: 

:rlJ.l 



SHERI THOMSON LOO(ARMY) POLl ECO 

;.;{.\.. ...... ~ .. e ~.or:. b.o!":d tha: carne ~o L.lS fro"" ).f.r._peg, ~1ar .... toba, br ... !1g.1.~lg wIth her stories trorr army 
cadets, cr>eers of 'Go, '::e:s, go.', ar,d ere fa;,ous and ever preser.t gIggle. 'Hee, Hee . ' Sher: has made 
r.er prE'se:-.ce imo'T, here at the co.~ege by r,er partic ... patlO:1 0:: tr,e :ie~d hocKey team, If. both choirs, 
botl: bands, a::d 1:-. the :OOm dash at the track lleet ... (..:hat is it that gi'ies her t'Jat extra adva:1tage?) 
S~e .asn't too satisfied about ner academ ... cs .n :.rs[ year but ~anaged to overcome that problem this 
year by reek ... rg outside help. 10nce a proctor, always a proctor.) She went to CMR wlth two goals for 
the summer. It's true that she gave up a ... cohol, but who was it that she got stranded with in New York 
wlth no money?? Oh well . SInce then, hanging around wIth the redheaded Hudson Lovely seems to have 
rubbed off a bit . If there was only one thing to be said about this girl, it would be : WE'RE ALWAYS 

CELE(AIR) ENG 

_ $ ¥nown as the one man who frequently carries his fEends home from an evening of funfilled entertainment, 
~ .~~ MFT IS a man of many talents, and many ~illes. However, hlS true love lles between hlS legs, and does a 
~ . to 60 In 3. 3 seconds. As one of the orig:nal Cachers, Marko saw more than few Quebec sunnses. ThlS future 

ilarren Mllier prospect ... s at home when it's steep and deep, on the court, or just inside the 18 yard box . 
However, after waltzing with hlS coach in France, Togger reallzes that Europe is a nlce place to vlsit, 
but would rather live where the men are men and the women are .... well, you know . Being one of those engineer 
hopefulls, Mark still believes that some morning soon he will awake and finally be able to integrate . In 
any case, we're sure he'll have no problem finding RMC next year 'cause it's right next ta da Big Teepee, 
CAT&COOKIE, 

DAMIAN UNRAU PLT SCI 

A zoorr.e-wanna-be hailing from the blg city of Lowe Farm, Damian landed himself in the blade-world of 
three squadron , This sClentist IS certainly lucky that he didn't enroll as an artsman as proven by 
hlS poor phrasing on an incident report .... how many days did you get for that one? At least he now 
remembers to set his alarm when he's duty muslcian . .... thank goodness the dicks this year don't have 
to try and wake hlm up. I'm sure if they did have to try and wake him up, Fiona or Tammy could give 
them some advice on how to go about it . Patti would like to know why it was so noisy living beside 
Fiona for the entire summer, especially at night. Well at least he is not an air nav, that poor pilot 
would never find his way from Quebec City to Montreal without making a pit stop in St Georges (What 

Well he is a great friend and we know that he will be around for 
lick doesn't ask him to in . 

AERE SCI 

Patti transported In from the city of St . Albert and landed at Roads asking herself ... 'Why am 
I paying for this torture?!' Patti is a very friendly person and enjoyed late night visiting 
.... especially someone on the 2 sqn poopdeck . This ex-space cadet IS very fond of picture 
taking and IS very studious in her academics, the serious scientist that she is . This year 
however she has remained an I.M . Warrior for LaSalle Flt and has changed her visiting hours 
drastically and enjoys spending time with the simpsons .... '00000 BART!' As a cheerful member 
of the Evil clan she haunts the wing . .. mostly 2 sqn halls (really, tell us why 2 sqn, Patti) . 
But she's not always in 2' Sqn . By the way, you wanna keep it down, the walls are really thin ! 
Even though she will be staying on to finish her work at Roads ... we probably won't see too 
much of her in the next two years . 

ILSE VAN OOSTRUM MILE (AIR) ENG 

N, g' .p, nl rUll'ors, whac is there to say about someone so .. ,dignified 'Does dignified mean boring?') 
Growlng up on an apple farm In Annapolls Valley, Baffin Island with her 113 siblings and their assorted 
c1H:dren and ... lvesi.ock, she adapted weI: to the blgger city life of Victoria . She mastered the art of 
parallel parking in the duty van, became a gUlnea pig In UVIC's oxygen depnvation lab, and developed 
friendly relatlons with every family restaurant in the district. Ilse's sleeve tells the story -clubs, 
rep star, crown, no academic star . Girl Jock' Overcoming her lack of small motor skllls, she became a 
hockey sr ar, taklng on people of at least 5 times her short) size . Some say Ilse' sal i ttle loud (this 
WI uld explain her fondness Some call her a llttle ... assertlve, 

in about the only e on crutches across the 



THERESA S. WADE 

PAUL VARDY LEME ENG 

Hailing from the big C.B - Cape Breton, Paul awakened to find himself at Roads, and rather rudely at 

that! IIyr Teddybear or Pauly-wog to those that know him well, Paul became a regular at The wild Rover 

in his first year and even got into Merlin's disguised as a Yugoslavian-bound PPCLI in his younger days! 

March Break of his first year saw him off to the wilds of Strathcona Park camping in the sub-zero 

temperatures with a nice bottle of 151 and Kool-Aid as mix helped to keep him warm. Though certain times 

during the week he was rather chilly, like during a certain strip poker game . . . And through it all, his 

friends have listened to the inevitable beloved Sylvia stories . (Just joking Paul). Over two years of 

robbing the cradle and still going strong with the ever devoted girlfriend from home, Paul has been known 

to run up $50 phone calls to Sydney in one night! And through everything that has happened to his 

friends Paul has remained steadfast and true . We'll miss 

PADM(NAVY) 

After recovering from BOTC and recruit term (have you seen the picture?) she spent most of first 

year with nightly visits from the dog, put up with a lot of PR, and was breached twice for the 

stupidest thing--she is now well versed in the importance of sheet exchange! From playing basket

ball, to a murder on the Orient Express, she has found herself a room with an office and a large 

Scottish lad with keen gaitors . What does he wear under that kilt, Rese? Amazingly enough she 

survived the torture of arm hair pulling in her SSLT class and emerged with a gold leaf. During her 

free time she enjoyed running to the ice cream shop and enjoyed(?) the company of yet another rugby 

player. Resa also became an accomplished sailor with only one bout of seasickness slightly induced 

by gin . Just remember Big Al's words of wisdom and unleash your agression girl! 

TONY WEICKER 

TOM WATTS CELE(LAND) 

Originally from St . John ' s, St. Jean, ST . JOHN wherever, Tom started the year looking like he came from 

somewheres deep in the mountains thanks to the beard that he grew . Supplied throughout the year by 

a chain of generous kye packages Tom was always the favourite in Lasalle flight . Speaking of favourites 

he was loved so much by his two kids whom for his birthday gift graunched him while he was helplessly 

taking a shower . Over the summer "Coach' could be found starting fights in the Montreal Forum during 

the Stanley Cup Finals by wearing his "Gretzky' hockey sweater and yelling out cheers of "GO L.A. GO' . 

• ~ The "Sieve' came out of retirement during the second semester to help out the soccer team . Tom has 

always been generous to his former roommate in lending him things, especially his BOTC notes (He never 

did get them back). His hobbies at the college included hockey, archery and not doing a single CD 

throughout his hard labour at RRMC . 

SCI 

In yesterdays tabloids the headlines read 'WALKING CARPET SETS NEW BASKETBALL CLUB RECORD' Who 

that our very own wookie was famous? Then again he IS in some book of records as the only man alive 

to have personally choked a Rug Docter! His legacy extended to Quebec where he tore apart bars and 

confused small children , "Quel age as tu Tony????' . For some time we worried about Tony's sexual 

attentiveness . That is until Becky (sorry) Rebecca came by . (wipe your chin big shooter') Our 

fears subsided .. . ... . He took her to his appartment and . . ... or ..... He took her down to the beach to 

look at his biceps . (hey isn't that Grunt Truck?) .. , We'd like to have taken Steve/Tony out more 

often but some people actually pay for their opportunity to chase soap in the showers. However, all 

kidding aside, one might find comfort in the big guy's personal motto. Tony sez : don't stof 

'rinking, u'll b haffier-' --'_:: :';;-==??/@# hic .... 

JASON WHITING MARE 

Writing this article is not easy . How can you sum up two years of friendships, panicked assignments 

and recurring nightmares about being told "Deal with it ' after falling out for parade with only your 

pillbox and a roll of guntape? I guess you start at the beginning . Recruit term and first year 

seem really remote now . Regardless, CMR is definitely engraved in my memory (tastefully) . SLT was 

kind of like playing blindfolded tag in a library ; you didn't learn a lot, but everyone had a good 

time . Coming back to the new version of second year, however, was more like getting back home after 

BOTC to have your best friend tell you he's going out with your girlfriend--hilarious until you 

realize he's serious . Scholastically, second year can be pretty tough unless you do what I do . On 

your schedule, write "optional' under each course . You still have to go, but the week looks a lot 

less intimidat' . Until later the security'! 



LAURALEE WINGBRT LOG( AIR) POLI /BCO 
re 0: ctt: ... ... .. oveL.es, i.at:ralee's :1atl.!ra ... a..O ... __ ;:/ :0 get s'Jperb marks wlthout £t-UCi'.l.:1g has b " 

quesLoned by a.l . Sr.e has acqu.red severa: r.~ckna:nes: Gra:mnar Queer. - due to her unstoppabLe correctlDg 
0: tr1e EngLsh :angJage ; FC - "~~own to most; Mom - given :Ls st:rnrner at C~ when she took care of the 
~re·.; a:-,d Stl:1KY - a :-.aiCe sr.e WOl.Ld ratr.er forget (Lght, Josh)! Last Jctoberfest ;'aurG.ee brough, home 
a oan; l:er sweet c'lar:r. and powerf,,: a:.:ra soon :;ad h.m twisted arou:1d her lIttle finger . She had :ltt:e 
tro\.:D:e set.-: Ing down 1f,:0 I ~ yr ; fa::a 1 iari ty of surrot.;.:1d ... ngs help . La;".ralee a goody two- s~oes?? {I..OOKS 

(;a:1 be decel'v ng. Her roorr ·"o\.ld be the :ast place for someone to find her. Instead of studying, she'.l 
be : a) DFing In III SQN ; b) DFlng .n II SQN; c) DFing in I SQN ; d: on the phone; e} at home ; fJ d01ng 
:,og stuff gl at play practlce . Ad the essay wnLng arts-men staying at Roads are saved Slnce thea 

ing here! 

ANAV ELEC ENG 
to Canada I was part of a fierce warnor tribe . Thls is a picture of me weanng mt 

Ie gear . The pa1nful nose piece is worn to ternfy my enemies, whlle the vegetation worn on my 
Ion camouflages me from any would be predators . The tribes sacred land is virtually 

e, most:y due to our reputation as crazed headhunters . The more a warrior kills the 
recognLtlon he receives 1n the trLbe . From each battle the v1ctor br1ngs back the head of his 
as a sign of victory while h1s family eats the dead corps . Although I have had to make a few 

ustmen's to my llfestyle I am flnding life 1n my new country qu1te pleasant. 



ROYAL Mll.ITARY COlLEGE CLUB OF CANADA 

I am very proud to have attended this fine College. It is only a very short 35 years since I 
left. The government's decision to close Royal Roads Military College, along with the College militaire 
royal at Saint-Jean, Quebec, was a great blow to all Ex-Cadets. From a national viewpoint, there will 
be something missing by having only one College. The interchange between cultures will still occur at 
the one College, but the real experience many had of living in another culture may be lost. 

The reduction in the Military College System comes at a time when we could already see 
difficult times ahead for graduates in the Armed Forces. With the federal deficit not yet under 
control, there is less funding for defence. People are questioning the relevance of Armed Forces to 
the country's perceived needs. While this situation has always been a problem in peacetime, it is 
especially so in tough economic times. Economic recovery is part of the solution, but only part. 
Within the Canadian Forces, as well as in business, there is a need for new blood; for dedication and 
hard work as never seen before. Innovative thinking for new cost-effective solutions is basic to 
maintaining a viable armed force. These are the things this country needs now, both in the Armed 
Forces and in industry. You are the ones that have to do it. And do it you can, and will. 

You really have been given the tools to make a difference over your lifetimes. Such tools as 
sound bodies born of the athletic program; confidence born of both the military training system and 
the sports programs; and leadership skills honed in everyday life In the Military College System. 
There will be frustrations, because all we before you may not see it your way at first; but, learn and 
go onl The education here is second to none and better than most. You will have your turn soon to 
make this country stronger than ever. YOU WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE. 

Seek out your fellow Ex-Cadets when you Graduate. They can be very supportive, and 
perhaps help you down the road. I believe the Club is of great value in re-kindling the spirit 
acquired here at the Colleges, and reminding us all of the strong bond we all share. We support each 
other in times of stress; we help with recruiting for the Colleges; we raise funds for the R.M.C. Club 
Foundation Inc., which provides scholarships and gifts for the Colleges. I know you will have other 
things on your mind for the first few years after graduation, like careers and families. But the Club 
is there, and will be there for you when you want it. 

All the members of the Club wish you Good Fortune. 

5244 Anthony T. Downs, President, Royal Military Colleges Dub of Canada 

RM C. CLUB OF CANADA FOUNDATION INC 

The "Foundation" is a registered charitable corporation through which donations, gifts and 
bequests can be made to assist the Colleges and receipts issued to donors for tax purposes. 

Over the years the Foundation has provided a number of scholarships, bursaries and loans to 
cadets and continues to assist cadets in this fashion . 

What is perhaps not as well known by cadets is that the Foundation has also been the 
vehicle for providing numerous gifts and programs to the Colleges including the Young Memorial 
Lecture Series, the new small arms facility at R.M.C. and a panoply of statues, museum items, 
paintings, prizes and awards to each College. 

It is clear, however, that to really do its job the Foundation needs to continue to grow and 
continue to expand the ways in which it helps maintain the Colleges as a premier UniverSity in Canada 
- that's where you come in. 

Even an annual donation of $1.00 for each year after graduation can help build a Foundation 
that will be able to have a very real effect in keeping the Colleges in their position as centres of 
excellence. 

Please keep the Foundation in mind - from now until the day you make your Will to dispose 
of the large estate your days at the Colleges will help you acquire. 

3356 Rnbin B. Cumine, President, RM.C. Dub Foundation Inc. 



Third Years 



Top Right: Chris Ashton 
Middle Right : Dave Awalt 
Middle Centre : Phil Bischoff 
Middle Left: Isabelle Carisse 

Bottom Left: Matt Bowen 
Bottom Right: Sean 

Carscadden 
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Top Left: Ben Coles 
Top Right: Wes Cromwell 
Middle Left: Adam Checketts 
Middle Centre: Brendan Cook 

. ~ 

Middle Right: Torren Craigie-Manson 
Bottom: Tony Cornelissen 
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Top: Scott Dawson 
Middle Left: Cam Fisher 
Middle Centre: Steph Davies 
Middle Right: Gates Fiola 
Bottom Left: Cory Crosby 
Bottom Right: Jeff Ford 



Top: Scott Garriott 
Middle Left: Graham Roberts 
Middle Centre: Cory Frederickson 

Middle Right: Kevin Fraser 
Bottom Left: Isabelle Gagne 
Bottom Right: Steven Fox 
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Top Left: Kathryn Hodgson 
Top Right: Rob Jones 
Middle Left: Jim Julien 
Middle Centre: 
Middle Right: 

Josee Hudon 
Dan Hardy 

Bottom: Lyn Kingsley 



Top Left: Juli-Ann Mackenzie 
Top Right: Chris Macphail 
Middle Left: Sarah McMillan 
Middle Centre: Cathy Mialkowski 
Middle Right: Kim Payne 
Bottom: Sean Murphy 
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Top: Sandra Plourde 
Middle Left: Malachi Nordine 
Middle Right: Nicki Newell 
Bottom Left: Krista Pelachaty 
Bottom Right: Barry Pitcher 



Top Left: Jody Robillard 
Top Right: Kael Rennie 
Middle Left: Stuart Rogerson 
Middle Centre: Mark Popov 
Middle Right: Danielle Rose 
Bottom: Miles Selby 
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Top: Aaron Spaans 
Middle Left: Lee Taal 
Middle Centre: Michael Teeple 
Middle Right: Mike Spearman 
Bottom Left: Chris Tessier 
Bottom Right: Axel Sundquist 



TOp Left: 
Top Right: 

Darcy Wright 
Jeff Wedrnan 

Middle Left: Jenn 
Tyldesley 

Middle Right: Brent Vaino 
Bottom Left: Stephanie Walsh 
Bottom Right: Kevin Tromp 



CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE GRADUATION CLASS OF 94 

FROM ALL THE STAFF AT 
SUBWAY 

HATLEY PARK CENTRE 
2244 SOOKE ROAD 

COLWOOD, BC V9B 1X1 
(604)478-1065 

Jennifer, 

Nothing we could say would 
adequately express our pride in 
your accomplishments. May the 
future reward your efforts. 

Much love, 

Mom, Dad, Bethany, 
Granny, and Ed 

Felicitation Sebastien, 

Le succes que tu savoure 

presentement est la solde de 

I' effort. N ous sommes tous tres 

fiere de ta reussite. 

Lache pas la patate, 

Marc, Michele et Martin 

PHOTOGRAPHY 478-7415 
By 

V.I.P. Studio 
2781 MILLSTREAM ROAD VICTORIA. B .C. V9B 385 

Quality professi.ana{ pfwtograpfty aruf custom framing. L 
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Fourth Years 



























I 'ann 'ada<d -- Jaoo', baao a mamba, 0' 'a,a11a "l,h< '0< 'yaa," 'he cao 
proudly boast of being half of the duo left: the last of the or"ginal Lasalle 
members from the Rook Term of 1990 . Jenn's a MARE so unfortunately for her , 
school's not over yet. Jenn was a member of the band until 3rd year playing 
the tenor drum with those marshmallow sticks and chucking the mace (not at the 
same time) . During a momentary lapse of sanity, after a cushy civie OJT, Jenn 
decided to venture over to the dark side, signed out a rifle and joined the 
troopies . (It's OK, Jenn, we all make mistakes) . The ref ined and non-aggressi ve 
sport of Field Hockey piqued Jenn's interests . She started as a defensive 
half back and moved to right wing forward . Jeannette, will undoubtedly be 
remembered by numerous cadets over the years for her artistic ability . The 
Christmas Ball murals of 1992 (a Royal Roads first) was her work . She has also 
created and designed several flight and team t-shirts that so many of us wear . 
Jenn is also famous for another phenomenon -- finishing 3 hour exams in 1 1/ 
2 hours, to the gasps and gapes of awed students . 

Chris Boccinfuso hails from the 
swarthy little wop city of 
Thorold, Ontario . (God ' s Country 
that is ... ) Bocc' s career will no 
doubt be halted due to a certain 
indiscretion which took place 
during the xmas ball of his first 
year . With sins <ahem> heavy on 
his mind, it was arranged for him 
never to forget that mistake . 
Second year brought him medcat and 
the beginning of his never ending 
battle with OJT . Chris' thirdyear 
was marked by scars from 50cal 
Jimmy, cof fee, bruises from his 
New Year's Party , coffee, soup 
making (which just about sent Mean 
Gene over the edge) and shiny new 
SCSC bars . Ooohh Aahhh! The Wop's 
affinity for paper shuffling was 
noted by the Castle, who saw fit to 
make him the DCWA in fourth year . . . 
where he had most fun scheduling 
extra duties . Since he had more 
fun than regulat ions allow for, 
Bocc was shot down to SCSC again 
and moved to Cartier flight. Bocc 
is best known for never being 
without a cup of coffee and a copy 
of the Financial Post ... although 
some of us remember that 
subscription to Chatelaine!! 

Bonnie Blocka -- Bonnie, or 'Boinka' as you would say in Ukrainian, 
is a born and bred Saskatchewan farm girl . It was difficult for 
her to leave her friends , cows, and family and come to RRMC . 
Ironically, she immediately fit right in . She is training to become 
a pilot and spends a great deal of her time pursuing this dream . 
She is doing a good job making contacts with distinguished older 
of f icers so that she can ful f il the old saying 'i t' s who you 
know ... 'Her Asian influence early in her fourth year will most 
likely be remembered for the rest of her life and she will always 
be recalled as the tall blonde white girl . Bonnie has performed 
along the straight and narrow ever since that dreadful experience 
of breach in first year . "You can't breach the whole flight, can 
you? " She has been successful tackling the tasks of CFL and DCWC, 
and will not have any trouble with her future tasks in life . 
can also be seen in her ability to add to her reputable love 
as she has amassed great numbers of highly sought after males . Those 
few space science courses she had to take kept her in good stead . 
She will always be known for her electronic abilities and her good 
TV reception (as well as the volume on those god-awful country tunes 
coming from her room!) . 

Roger Carbol - - Somehow , Roger endured BOTC 
with Erickson in his platoon . 
Miraculously , he survived Rook Term with 
Erickson as his roommate . He stumbled 
through the rest of First Year . lctu 

Fortunately , he got to stay right in sunny O~ 

Victoria for SLT with Erickson , ~p 

incidentally. MARS training gave Carbol ane 

a chance to see a little tiny piece of the ~ 
real Navy . He barely scraped through Third 
Year , without Erickson , but with Ton 
Diening , Bocc , and a cast of dozens . He 
deeked out of OJT by hiding out in a 
Vancouver slum all summer , eating ichi -ban, 
and losing his hearing at the Twilight Zone . 
And , suddenly , Fourth Year was upon him . 
There were times when he thought he wouldn ' t 
make it, and times when he thought he didn't 
want to. But , in the final analysis, there 
is hope at last : almost half of his 
commi tment to the CF has been served . It 's 
all u hill from here . 



Coulombe--Entre un essai de 20 pages en sciences 
politiques ou 20 lignes de texte sur Fran~ois, croyez-le ou 
non, la premiere option semble plus allechante. Mais 
toutefois, decrire Fran~ois est un honneur . Ce petit gars 
de La Pocatiere a reussi a se classer parmi les grands, tant 
a l'ecole (ler de classe) qu'a la course a pied (cross
country). Cependant, Fran~ois est affecte d ' une 
deformation professionnelle: il melange la course au 
travail. C'est pourquoi on le voit courir dans les corridors 
pour administrer les affaires de l'escadre. Bref, c ' est un 
"Roads Runner" de la logistique. En tant qu'ami, "Frank" 
est une source d' inspiration. C' est un rossignol de la 
chanson fran~aise . 11 a brillamment anime tant les diners 
regimentaires que les 100 jours. Ceci fait de lui notre 
ambassadeur "En titre, cher maitre, en titre" du Quebec. 11 
a meme fait connaitre ses talents musicaux dans la fanfare 
en tant que percussionniste. Pour terminer, ce "Mil" stud 
a fait bien des jaloux avec ses "blind dates", surtout Cyril. 
Et Jean-Charles qui s' en mord encore les doigts. Bonne 
chance dans la logistique et les papiers, et "cours" toujours 
vers le succes. 

J.C. et 1 

VANESSA DeBELLEFEUILLE--Arriving in third year, Vanesse was 
shocked with the friendliness of certain Roadents. To defend 
herself . she did her utmost to avoid fitting into the third 
year class; she took an un-Machiavellian approach to making 
friends. Slowly , the effects of a magic ring grew on Vanesse 
(like a mold?) and the quiet but wild snowy owl was subdued 
by the tiny and often unseen hobbit. Teaming up with such 
a bitter and evil creature was probably her undoing during 
third year. Not till the end on the year did she realize 
the evilness of the ring, and started to strike out on her 
own. Her first chance of freedom was as the first mighty 
and all powerful CWCOoL. Blindsided by the responsibility 
(shafted) she quickly learned that a spoonful of sugar may 
make the medicine go down, but the threat of not graduating 
does not make the French language go down. Undaunted, she 
would emerge from that dungeon into the limelight of one 
squadron as DCSL, and finally (with actual little change in 
her actual tasks) CSL 1. She commanded the denizens of one 
squadron with the authority of a queen who has fought many 
battles. These included lions (now come one - books don't 
actually talk to you!), RCMP (I can't drive 120 through a 
town?), changing requirements for honours, VISA, and the 
stupidity of gargantuan edifices!! Striving to do her best, 
Vanesse was a great friend to many, as a shoulder to cry on, 
a person to pass ideas by, or someone to cheer you up. 

I Alfred DeBoda--When I ,think of Alfred~ 
first year a number of 1.mages come to m1.nd : 
his love for hip-hop music, and in fact, 
all aspects of multiculturalism; his 
readiness to go to Julies and Club Cal; 
smacking his forehead on the wing of the 
Voodoo .. . In second year Alfred's quest 
to find a hobby started. Weekly, Alfred 
would fire up the Corsica and zip off to 
uVic where he would aid DJ Larry at the uVic 
radio station in spinning dope tunes . 
Unfortunately DJ Larry resigned and Alfred 
was not offered Larry's position as the 
Fulcrum of Funk. In third year Alfred hung 
out with OCdt (ret' d) Rob McKenzie who was 
a cool guy and who is now travelling 
Europe. Friends of Alfred began to hear 
more about Sophia. At this time Alfred 
bought a bicycle. So at the end of third 
year we have Alfred, a cyclist, devoted 
boyfriend, and the number one fan of the 
show COPS. In fourth year , Sophia moved 
to Vancouver and on weekends so did Alfred . 
His bar position was CWAO; we have seen him 
to be a no-nonsense and impartial leader. 
Alfred has mellowed a bit and now prefers 
Swans to Julies. However, it is apparent 
Alfred can still party (Happy Birthday -
where's the Duty Van?). His next purchase 
is to be a shiny new Acura. Alfred has a 
good sense of humour and a common sense 
perspective to life; he makes a great 
companion on illegal rides downtown to 
Benny's Bagels for a coffee. 

Travis 



-------,1 llicl 
Michelle Dohm--Michelle is our most patriotic fourth year, always spouting at 
the mouth about Ottawa's transit system and the Senators. However, due to her 
great efforts and the patience and courage of her friends, she will no longer 
have to worry about being a pedestrian. Michelle can drive with the best of 
them. Our little red haired friend proved to be a feisty little lass in recruit 
term and was known to put the other recruits in place when necessary, just as 
she did in fourth year. Her drive and motivation will always be remembered, 
especially at Al Capone's. Those PPCLI guys didn't know what hit 'em after 
Michelle moved on to BIGGER and better things (that is, better than mil col 
guys). Seriously though, Michelle will never let some y-chromosomed male get 
the best of her. She knows what she wants, and God help anyone who stands in 
her way. Michelle proved to be a natural on the Field Hockey pitch and the 
college will miss her. Although the spectators were known to say "stand up 
Dohmer!", she proved that height had nothing to do wi th playing well. Michelle 
is known foremost as the only fourth year in the class of '94 to never have 
lived in Milward wing . Michelle, having carpet, a phone, an SCR close by, 
soundproof walls , heat ... is not all its cracked up to be. We part on sad 
terms, but we won't say goodbye. Michelle - You had better stay in touch or 
we'll send BIG Tony after you . Regardless of whether you're in Cold Lake or 
Comox, you'll always have friends. 

The Fashion Police 

Travi s Fi eld--Travis has come along way in the military since first year. The 
transition from a meek and timid Officer Candidate at CFOCS , to an assertive 
CSTO in fourth year has been considerable . Travis' free-spirited and non
conformist attitudes have however remained constant . In second year he managed 
to find a girl friend whom of course he met at Scandals. One either found Travis 
snowboarding at Mount washington, or skateboarding at the skatepark or better 
yet in the CanWest Mall parking lot. In third year Travis discovered the rad 
sport of mountain biking, a truly way cool Vancouver Island experience. In third 
year we also lost Rob Mackenzie, and since he doesn't have his own section I 
will say one thing about him: He was a good guy . Travis soon got involved with 
a Mackenzie Flight member and came close to selling out his own ideals to the 
hypocritically sterile college system. He now knows that a civilian girlfriend 
is the way to go. In fourth year Trav was DCSL and CSTO 3, the latter decision 
made by 3 Sqn Comd is still a mystery. Well . . . I can honestly say that from 
my experience as a roommate with Trav in first year, and knowing him for four 
years, that he is a pretty cool guy . Look for Trav on the pro-mountain bike 
circuit in the near future. Oh yea ... his other job is an air nav (you know 
military stuff) . 

Jennifer Foote--Jen, AKA Mom, spent the first three years of her Military Career 
at the other military college, CMR. There , while being the youngest member of 
Five Squadron, she managed to win the hearts of many men, including Mr. Exciting, 
her South African Romeo. After a few changes of heart, she finally gave up being 
a Recruit Term CSC at CMR and came to us here at RRMC in the fall of '92. Since 
her arrival and a brand new haircut, she has truly become one of the guys. Early 
on in her third year Jen decided that she wanted the CSL position and set out to 
get it/him with no regard for the risks she was taking. In order to catch his 
eye, Jen joined the ladies field hockey team thinking it was comparable to rugby. 
Apparently her trap worked , as she was soon courting her CSL. Second semester saw 
Jen placed in a position of authority, as she was graced with the job of rook CSC . 
Surprisingly enough, when the bar slate was announced, CSL 3 was Jennifer Foote. 
This generated scores of rumours, none of which turned out to be true (ya right) . 
Suddenly, Three Squadron had a new mother who would drive through all hours of 
the night to take care of her broken children, including her two delinquent 
slashers. Well, this only begins to describe Jen, but space is short. We would 
just like to tell you , Jen, that you have become a valuable friend, one which will 
be missed very much. Good luck Jen, and stay in touch. 

Love, Your partners in crime , Angus , T-Man, and Tip 
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Mi chea l French- - The few, the proud , the . .. . .. . Meek?!? A BC Boy at heart, Migs 
came to us right out of his momma's arms and into this secure loving environment 
we call home. He was a quiet chap and he was also our scout. "Hey Mikey, you 
walk on ahead and start getting beat up. Then we'll come and rescue 
you . .. Honest." We've seen a lot of changes in Migs over the last few years . 
Namely his voice, his new found ability to grow facial hair, and most recently 
his new fiancee! He too has taken the plunge into matrimonial wedlock . What 
is this world coming to?!? This year , our soccer player extraordinaire has 
experienced the move from the "Big Cheese", CWC, to the status of sic. It was 
a welcome change and one that was well - deserved. Now, he is planning on opening 
his own business as a RRSP salesman for other senior citizens (SIC) like 
himself. How nice! He leaves you with a famous quote, "Am I supposed to be 
a man? Am I supposed to say , 'It's all right , I don't mind' Well I mind, I 
mind big time. And you know what the worst part of all is? I never learned 
to read" But I still got a degree! Migs will be going to Moose Jaw so that 
he may realize that "Hey, Helos aren't that bad!" Yeah right, not this Fighter 
Boy . We wish him all the best. Good luck to RS, PM, and TR , I'll miss you guys . 

Chris Graham--Despite the bad hair days, the midnight rendez - vous's, the typical bad 
driving skills of a B.C. Boy and the "SAC" label , this keen cadet has survived the rigors 
of military life. Chris a "playboy" by nature, can often be found racing his "Beamer" 
around in reckless pursuit of art prints he can barely afford. Wary of potential damage 
to his "good looks" (?!?) Chris has warmly embraced his newly assigned security MOC. 
From all his buds in Cham, we wish you luck ! We had bad times, we had good times and 
many more that we cannot remembe: , but I will a~ways remember that you are my friend . j 
"Life without friendship would be as gloomy as a world without its sun ; heaven has granted 
us no finer , no more blessed boon." Cicero de Anicitia, XIII , 47 

Julie Grand ' Maison--Quel personnage mouvemente que ce petit monstre de Julius! 
Ayant decide que la vie de tranchee n'etait pas pour elle, Julie est pas see 
de l'Infanterie a l'Admiftistration du personnel . Son travail d'A/cOMO lui a 
surement donne un avant - gout pour Ie travail de bureau . Sportive , elle fait 
de l'escalade pendant ses vacances et joue au hockey sur gazon durant l'annee 
scolaire. Pour remplir les quelques trous sur son horaire charge (?) , elle 
s'est impliquee dans la realisation de la piece de theatre, question de passer 
Ie temps .. . Critique de cinema accomplie , elle a Ie temps visionner un ou deux 
films par semaine avec Gilles et Frunk. Et ses travaux de psychologie dans 
tout 9a? Pas de probleme , puisque Frank est toujours la pour les imprimer . 

puis , il y a toujours moyen d'obtenir une extension . Meme ses amours , que 
i'on croyait pourtant stables, sont mouvementes . Julie aimant prendre les 
-hemins les plus difficiles, elle a entretenu pendant quatre ans une relation 
a (longue) distance, avant de se tourner vers Randy. Ce changement radical 

fit parler plus d'un . . . En terminant, "torpinouche" , nous te souhaitons 
meilleure des chances dans ton futur emploi. Nous savons tous que tu n'est 

pas du genre a te laisser marcher sur les pieds, ce qui t'aidera surement au 

Che Hahn- - Che came to Royal Roads from Edmonton with a strong military 
background . Although Royal Roads will always be a part of him, Che is now ready 
and prepared for what awaits him on the other side of the Military College 
experence. Life's most important leasons can be learned by watching the 
reactions of your loved ones. Take care of yourself , and those most precious 
to you, and life will deal you a fair hand in the end. Never give up on friends, 
for true friends never give up on each other , for any reason . 

cposynick
Rectangle



Darren Hill--Ben's (Darren to his parents only) first few days here 
were spent at attention ... lying on the floor. The friction between 
the floor and his forehead is the rumored cause of his hair loss. Over 
time, the Balding Welshman developed cynicism and a scathing sarcastic 
wit - which he uses to devastating effect ... Don't assume that he's 
all bad, though. Many women have said he's "cute" or "nice" or 
"adorable"; one day a woman might actually use these same words to 
express interest in being more than his friend! !! There was hope once 
for Ben's love life, but it was savagely trampled by "anne" cow from 
Mack - how did that" sympathy" friendship feel? His therapy included 
purchasing CD's from A+B Sound. (surprise, surprise!) This only added 
to his uncanny abilities such as naming that Zeppelin or Stones tune 
within two seconds, or spouting the most obscure fact about any song. 
Ben had PMC bars in 1st semester this year, a fact which did not go 
unnoticed (JFC!!) Ben is nQt Bocc, even though the world, including 
Bocc's mother and the Commandant, thinks so. He's certainly the only 
person to have the Boot wake him up looking for an essay that was due. 
And this writeup certainly wouldn't be complete without saying that 

I
Benoit loves running - so much that he's done the test 19 times, and 

. had 2 PRB's as well! 

Wade Ingledew--The silence of thought is broken by an urgent call 

" You know - I really wasn't sure I wanted to swing on a 
star, carry moonbeams home in a jar." 

Meanwhile ... 

Jay Janzen--Jay' s career at Royal Roads has been one of great contrast. He began 
here as a measely junior cadet of Cartier flight. Well, that changed rapidly 
as he progressed through the heirarchy to the illustrious positon of CWTO. I 
would have never said it at the time, but now Jay eats, sleeps and breathes Keen! 
Jay was famous for many things, but one can never forget his legendary "Scully 
Quests" of second year. Jay boasts a hearty success rate on these endeavours. 
This was, however, before he was afflicted with the CWTO Curse! I hope this 
curse does not follow him to Calgary, or will it be Petawawa (Aaarrrgggggg!!!). 
Jay spends much of his time in the weight room because he is determined to be 
bigger than his course officer on phase four. Nice try Jay, but I don't think 
Cyborg is going to let you! When Jay is not pumping up, he spends his time lurking 
in the bushes beside the upper circle hoping to bag an unwary junior. Jay is 
looking forward to finally returning to his favorite place - Gagetown, where 
he can continue his duty as a base cab driver. Good luck Jay, and remember one 
thing, "Where bullrushes grow, tankers don't go!!" 

Isabel Langlois--Isabel arrived at Roads from CMR in the summer of '92 ... she has never 
left. She came with the intent of learning the English language but only resorted back 
to the language of love with a certain AWC. Izzy's wedding bells are now ringing louder 
than ever in the background after having been silenced only once (so far!). Being one 
of the two remaining B.A.s in existence at Roads she no longer gets bugged about it but 
her good friends do not neglect to remind her once in a while. Having spent more time I 

in the bath at the hospital than she did as CSC, her first years loved her and wanted 
her back again in second year. After recovering from the shock of classes in English, 
back operations, love sickness, and "the big A"--Izzy (when she tears herself away from 
studying and the phone) can often be seen trying hard to get in shape for her ever dreaded 
summer at Gagetown. Lotsa limaces for ya there Iz, maybe North Bay wouldn't be that 
bad after all! Good luck Bangs, I'll miss you, keep in touch, Love No Bangs 



S . Latulippe--

Well, it has been five short years already . . . 
I have really enjoyed my two years at RRMC 
and, I believe this was the wisest decision 
I have made in my life. 
Before I say good bye, I would like to leave 
you with a little something I have learned 
during these five years at Military College : 
I have learned that if you wait until 
retirement to really start living , you will 
have waited too long . .. 
En d'autres mots ; "11 faut saisir le jour." 
Bonne chance a tous et a la prochaine! 

FLOWER! 

Cyril Lemyre - - Lorsque l'on m'a demande de decrire Cyril Lemyre en quelques 
paragraphes , la chose me semblait une tache facile. Cependant , lorsque l' on 
connait une per sonne excessivement bien , la tache devient rudement 
difficile. C'est alors que l'on doit s'asseoir serieusement et se rappeler 
tous les moments, bons et difficiles, que nous avons vecus ensemble depuis 
cinq ans. Cyril a brillamment termine le College mi l itaire avec un 
baccalaureat en psychologie. Cote sportif , il a toujours connu du succes 
dans tout ce qU'il a entrepris. Que ce soit en biathlon, judo, ski ou ballon
balai, Cyril est un sportif exemplaire. Mais malgre tous les sports qu'il 
pratique et qu'il aime, je crois bien que son coeur reste toujours sur sa 
moto , dont il est follement amoureux. (PS: Don't trust your friends for 
a blind date ... trust your bike!) Nombreuses sont les soirees ou nous avons 
joue au billard dans le seul but d'humilier nos adversaires. Nombreuses 
sont les soirees ou nous avons bien accompli notre tache. Amicalement , Cyril 
n'a jamais reussi a humilier personne au jeu de societe "Axis & Allies" , 
puisque moi et Sebastien avons toujours eu le plaisir de lui donner du fil 
a retordre . Continue a te pratiquer Cyril , un jour peut- etre tu feras partie 
des grands strateges comme Sebastien et moil Bonne chance, 

J.C. 

Scott Mabee - - Scotty came to RRMC from the hick town of Wayburn , Sask . Despite the shoc 
of big city living, Scott quickly adjusted with the help of his Cham buds, a lot of alcoho 
and a number of female friends throughout the years. After kicking the habit of jumpin 
into bed with any & every cadet (both male & female), Scott quickly established himsel 
as an outspoken and somewhat opinionated cadet. In other words a "loudmouth" whom is 
loved and respected by his friends . Outstanding on the soccer field and in broomball, 
Scotty is a true athletic god (esp . when one considers his beer belly!) All the bes 
to you my friend and I'll see ya around. 

----------------------------------------~ 

~an-Charles Marin- - Au cours de sa carriere, Jean-Charles a vu du pays: Drill 
I S~aff au CMR, INSTRO a Royal Roads, et bientot officier d'infanterie Dieu sait 

ou. 11 passe meme toutes ses "vacances" a Gagetown chaque ete . Dire qu'il se 
voue a une carriere militaire ne serait point exagere . Ses talents de nageur 
l'ont aussi fait voyager. La natation de competition l'a mene outre-mer, tandis 
que le water - polo l'a mene a l'hopital. 11 est retourne a St-Jean pour un tournoi 
de ballon-balai. Cependant, il a ete moins rapide pour courir sur la patinoire 
qU'il ne l' a ete pour se rhabiller .. . apres avoir compte .. . APRES la partie. .. De 
retour a Victoria, sa stature imposante a su impressionner des voleurs de 
bicyclettes. Le tout se passa dans une cour d'eglise , ce qui fait preuve de ses 

I 

va leurs traditionnelles. Ces va leurs furent un ATOUT pour personnaliser Cesar , 
dans la piece de theatre: RUne grande brute sympathique aux avant-bras 
terriblement poilus." Sacre Jean-Charles, va! Tu es un gaillard redoutable! 
Sa prochaine destination apres la graduation sera une tranchee sous le ciel de 
Gagetown. De leur avion ou de leur bureau , tes amis penseront a toi. On t' enverra 
de l'huile a mouche! Cyril et Frank 



~aUl W. Maskell--Our resident Goaler, hailing from his beloved Pictou~ 
I ~ova Scotia, Paul Maskell came to the other coast four years ago a wee 

slip of a lad. By second year, the new Proctor was both brainy and brawny, 
and had won his spurs as one of the RRMC soccer team's valued players. 
But in third year the Gods looked down and saw Paul was not fully happy 
for he had forgotten what it truly meant to be a Maritimer . So they 
created the Holy Ground, known to mere mortals as "The WAD". It was 
here Paul was reborn into the Keith's-loving , woman-loving party animal 
his friends know and admire. Academically, in Third Year, Paul came 
up with what is lovingly known as "Maskell's Law" which can be summarized 
as follows: TTL! He applied this theory to all of his classes with 
staggering results. Fourth year found the CFL/CSTO setting up his office 
at the WAD, and wearing leather socks again (for the third time in two 
years) for 30 days after the castle discovered he had once again brought 
his work home with him . Whether enjoying a pint of the dark stuff at 
the WAD, pounding on the table at the Rover to his favorite Maritime 
songs, or skillfully juggling his numerous girlfriends spread out over 
the country, Paul has made a lasting impression on all of us. Your many 
friends are honoured to have known you, and will never forget you . Cheers, 
brother, and see you at the Dome . 

---

Ryan McGill --Ryan, the big man from the small town, entered the bowels 
of Military life at the ripe old age of 16. As founding members of the 
Hell's Anglos, Ryan and his Newfie buddie, Ron, learned the meaning of 
a Big Blue and pre-Bav at the Tav. Despite his social prowess, Ryan 
always amazed his fellow classmates with his good marks - a feat he 
attributes to his photographic(?) memory. Alas , being a follower of 
naval and maritime tradition, he was beckoned to a coastal environment, 
RRMC. Ryan was in his element - the smell of the sea in the air, vast 
quantities of dark ales in local pubs, and a varsity rugby team set his 
heart af ire. Angus became the idol of Da Rugby Boyz by leading the charge 
into uncharted social realms, his kilt aswirlin' . The flames sputtered 
and died as he ran back and forth from school for a tedious month at 
the beginning of his fourth year, but were soon rekindled by a certain 
female cadet (no names , right Resa?). He was slowly transformed into 
a gentleman but could still, for the most part, be found at the Wad with 
the boys on Wednesday nights . On a more serious note , nah , we're just 
kidding ... Ryan is a true friend, very loyal and always there when you 
need him, especially when you want to go out for a beer . We luv you, 
man .. . ...... ... Guh , Jen, and Greg. 

I Dave McKi n non- -After a rough first semester at Roads Dave settled down and I 
moved in with Bocc. It was at this time that he got his real introduction 
to life on easy street and proceeded to learn that stress is not all that 
important in life, but getting up and having a cup of coffee is. In second 
year Dave switched from the Dark Side to the more enlightened Arts program 
and discovered the Spare. It was also in second year that the drive to Dave's 
began. Virtually every free weekend Dave would drag at least some of his 
friends over to his place to visit, whereupon he would promptly abandon 
them to go visit Cheryl. Third year saw Dave's first full year in the one 
true arts calling, Economics . Here Dave finally broke from his communist 
upbringing into the world of the Free Market. He continued to drag as many 
screaming individuals over to his place and tried to introduce as many as 
possible to Cheryl's friends, with limited success. Fourth year began by 
rewarding Dave the privilege of being the DCWRO and working with the 
Athletic Department. Upon having completed his penance he was awarded the 
job of SCSC whereupon he took control of the most exciting section in the 
Cadet Wing. Despite her many appearances at the college and the numerous 
witnesses that Dave has dragged home , most people can still not believe 
that Cheryl is actually Dave's girlfriend. 



Sylvain Menard--Lorsque nous decrivons un grand ami, souvent nous 
mentionnons ses qualites. Dans Ie cas de Sylvain, la tache eta it 
facile: Sylvain est un gars serieux, motive, en forme, qui se pousse 
toujours au maximum. 11 a participe a des competitions de Tae Kwon 
Do de niveau international avec l'equipe canadienne de CISM. 
Lorsqu'il est musicien en devoir, sa performance sur Ie "Last Post" 
nous fait vibrer d'emotions. 11 est un pilote au futur prometteur. 
Bref, il aI' air parfait ... Mais c' est trop facile. .. Apres plusieurs 
heures de reflexion, nous avons reussi a trouver quelques failles dans 
ce personnage homerique. 11 est lie de tres pres a la direction de 
la musique, et on se demande si cela n'a pas quelque chose a voir avec 
son soudain retour dans la fanfare. Sylvain a joue dans la piece de 
theatre Ie r61e du "gros Panisse". Peut-itre est-ce pour compenser 
une ~Ipetite" nature. Est-ce vrai, Kim? Au caur d'une vie, naus 
rencontrons plusieurs amis. Certains restent, d' autres partent. Mime 
s'il va voler a 40000 pieds au dessus de nos tites, Sylvain restera 
toujours dans notre coeur. Cyril, J.C., Frank 

Rena Messerschmidt--Rena arrived at Roads after escaping the Winnipeg punk 
scene. To this day she will still blame that she only signed up due to a 
momentary bout of insanity. However, she realized from the start that if 
you can't adapt, you can sure have a blast at confusing and scaring the rest 
of the Wing. Rena constantly kept the college wondering exactly what she 
was, or what she was into. With her vampire-shrined room, pure black 
wardrobe, and controversial bookshelves, she added spice to room 
inspections. After duty hours Rena was a true stealth cadet. "Does she even 
exist?" became the common question asked about her. Her civie friends, and 
Scandals hangout managed to keep her sanity throughout the four years. She 
was one person who seemed to personally know every freak that wandered 
downtown Victoria. Around the college Rena was known for her plethora of 
bloodshot-eyed french classes (that is when she made class!) and half 
comatose state in seminars. Rena most common heard complaint was "DON'T ask 
me what I'm doing after grad!!!" 
MAY LIFE REMAIN ONE CONSTANT GIN AND GINGERALE!!!! 

Etienne Michaud--Cinq annees de labeurs seront bient6t terminees. 
Certains d' entre nous ne se verrons peut-itre jamais plus, et il est donc 
important que l'on se rappel les moments heureux que nous avons passer 
ensembles. Mon passage a Royal Roads m' aura permis de vivre des 
experiences inoubliables comme les "restricted weekend", les parades du 
Vendredi matin, les devoirs au chateau, et plus encore ... Pour Ie 
meilleur ou pour Ie pire, une nouvelle vie nous attend. Le p'tit gars 
de Ste-Catherine de la Jacques-Cartier, verra-t-il enfin son plus grand 
rive se realiser? J'espere... I'd like to wish a successful career to 
my friends and peers, God Bless You and who knows, maybe some day we'll 
meet again and laugh about the events part of our journey through the 
CMC system. Last but not least, I would like to thank my friends who 
supported me and made these years go by so quickly. Salut Flower, Jean
Charles, Cyril, Sylvain, Paul, Carrie, lacher pas vous ites capables. 

"Et dire que dans 100 ans ont va tous itre morts." 
(Mitch, Camp Recru, 1989) 



Travi s Morehen--T- Man is a dog. Those who think otherwise just 
don't know the innate canine genetic prowess lurking behind the 
coy smile. Oh yah, you can run but you can't hide from him, 
ladies . He'll woo you, surprise you, whisper in your ear, tell 
you he loves you, then after, he'll leave you. However, we as 
his friends would be remiss if we didn't mention his finer 
points: having a homophobic roommate in Rook term , kicked out 
of 2 Sqn, puked on the ex-DCdts shoes, filled a few decanters 
during a mess dinner, dumped the ex-Comdts daughter at the Xmas 
ball , pulls chains through his nose , 3 motorbike accidents on 
college grounds, record speed of 245km/ h, getting his 2 best 
friends kicked out during IIIyr because of study habits, 
participated in extra SLT with third year imports, late night 
visits to first year female rooms, fed his piranha a live 
gerbil, room parties with friends (at his place , of course), 
maintained a 54.7 academic average, several talks with the 
DCdts on the finer details of officership, finally joining the 
Rugby team . . . As you can tell, Trav exemplifies the ideals of 
the college - namely, the triple crown club . (Despite all of 
this Trav is really a model cadet and a super nice guy.) 

Never stop living in the fast lane Trav, We love you 
brother, and being amoral isn't a bad thing, Greg, Tip, Angus, 
Jen, Chris, Jimmmy & absent friends 

OI'\A. 

Greg Nette--
Twas the night before Drill Comp 
and all through the block 
Not a first year was stirring 
No one would talk 

Boots and gaiters were 
polished with care 
They knew that CSTO Nette 
Soon would be there. 

We arrived on the circle 
our kit keen and sound ; 
Then he arrived, staring 
at the ground. 

He ate rooks for breakfast , 
commanded tanks before lunch 
he didn't have a love life 
at least that was our hunch. 

Then one day Blackbeard 
cast a magic spell; 
The next thing we knew 
Mr . Nette was CFL ! 

He gave up his computer , 
his studying and his glare 
all for a girl 
with long charcoal hair . 

And such is Nette's saga 
we'll miss him no doubt 
So to you dear Greg 
Good-bye and ACK-OUT! 
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Terrence Micheal Patrick John O' Neil- -You really can ' t get any more Irish than 
that. Our hero was known by many other aliases as well, including Tipper, 
or simply Tip, Ratsbag, L'il Irish S--t, the Patron Saint, or even Keener ? 
During Tip's First Year, Terry noted that First Year women were really the 
best, for reasons that none of us have ever been able to fathom. He carried 
this belief out for the duration of his Military College career, including 
a secret relationship with one of his own First Years during his first semester 
of Fourth Year . Dog! Family heirlooms were important to Terry, and being the 
quintessential Irishman that he is, and seeing that his son "Flinch" was in 
need of comfort in the wee hours of the morning , our Tip gave him something 
to help those hours pass more quickly. No matter the hour, Terry was a most 
gracious host , although from time to time the continuous traffic in and out 
of his room got to be a bit too much. When Terry was not heavily involved in 
his academics , he provided long hours of entertainment with his TV, VCR , and 
Nintendo - vice "Mortal Dog". Drawing from his Scottish ancestors, this 
Irishman invested in a kilt , which he will lift for anyone - just ask! In 
closing , we must say something nice so he'll let us use his Nintendo 
again ... throughout his career, Terry has been the best of friends - he's always 
ready to listen and make you laugh. 

Love, Ryan and Jen. 

Carrie Oke--
The Grad parade lasts for moments 
Though the training has taken four years 
It wasn't the end alone that 

was worth the work and the tears . 
The applause will be forgotten 

the commissioning scroll misplaced 
But the long hard hours of self - discipline 

will never be a waste 
For in trying to finish 

you build a skill 
You learn that success 

depends on will 
You never grow by how much you win 

you only grow by how much you put in 
So the new challenge 

you've just begun 
Put forth your best 

and you've already won. 

Carpe Diem, Go with Godspeed, 

~arrie 

Gordon Oma nd--I look back at my time here at Roads and I have to smile. Both with cheer and cynicism. 
Some of my fondest memories are of first year. Jamming with Lufty, Scotty and Darren. Better still , 
showing the video we made -- at the Grad Ball. There were a few laughs over that one! I bought my 
car in September of first year. Most people reading this will be smiling now . Yes, it's still big. 
It's a little less ugly, a lot less noisy , and it's all one colour ! And she's my Baby and she goes 
like stink. French training here in Victoria gave me the opportunity to remain close to home . So 
I didn't learn french. I graduated didn't I? Second year brought with it the major privilege of SLACK. 
Nuff said . My summer of Phase Training in Kingston had to be one of thfj best summers of my life. Definitely 
a good time. Thanks go out to the friends I had there. In third year, I had my first taste of bitterness. 
Let me put it this way: The military can be a great occupation -- if you know how to play the game. 
And by the time fourth year hit, I had just about had enough. Both of the place and the people. No 
offence, Guys, but nearing the end of the year, I'd had it up to my eyeballs with you. But as the 
end of the year nears, I have to say thanks to those who helped me through. It's been a long four 
years. I won't say keep in touch. Just keep jammin' and I'll see you when I see you . And remember: 
All you touch and all you see is all your life will ever be. 

-----
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~evin Platt--He who tries to give intelligent advice to one who thinks he has 
I intelligence is wasting his time. -

-Democritos-
I saw, I conquered Leni, vidi, vici - I came, 

-Julius Ceasar-
---

Greg Price--"Poet, Lover, Rugby Player. Greg has always wowed all with his wooing 
techniques. Ever since first year, Greg has continued to impress both his 
subordinates and peers alike with his natural charm and ability to impress and 
coerce the opposite sex. Hey, with those dimples, that charming devilish smile, 
that overdeveloped body and those shiny, thick locks of golden hair what sane 
female wouldn't be drawn in to his clutches! OK, maybe he IS lacking in some 
areas but as honourary president of the hair club for men, Greg has been a success. 
We still wonder how the man who has slept more in class than in his own bed for I 0 

four years can show so much intensity on the rugby pitch ... at least until you 
see those eyes glow red and hear the growls of effort (and great sound effects) 
when he plays. We are also further amazed by Greg's great skill of sleeping through 
the first fourty minutes of a class and then suddenly jumping awake and asking I 
a question that no one understands, not even the Prof! Now that's a skill we' Ki 
should all have! One thing we'll always remember about Greg is his intensity; Be 
whether he's eating, dancing, partying, talking, or sleeping , he does it 
intensely . Keep it up , Greg ... zzzzz . . . Greg?" 

Yvonne Pritche tt --CADET WIIIIING TRAIINIING OFFICER ... Yvonne's amazing 
words of command on the parade square will be ringing in our ears for many 
years to come. Kinda like Rose from TV's Golden Girls, Yvonne has a "down I 

home" story for everything, instead of St Olef, its Glenwood , NFld . Yvonne 
had a stressful first year; she has been stressed out ever since she got 
here. We're positive she is the only recruit to take the entire faucet system 
apart in order to intricately clean the pieces with a toothbrush for the 
next morning's inspection. But damnit she got that coveted toaster oven 
for a week! She has since moved on to greater heights , Mack CFP , CSC 8 , 
DCWC and CSL 2 and performed admirably . On the PT test, Yvonne could often 
be seen to lap a large number of the male population, perhaps this has had 
something to do with her first year training with the UT running team? She 
has excelled in many sports over her four years here and has rarely ever 
been without her clubs, even though she hasn't put them on her uniform . Yvonne 
has probably seen every movie that has come to the Caprice Theatre over her 

1'00' Y'" "'Y " '0' 00"',., oow.w.,, wO.o i' oome, '0 o.o,io, mowi., ,0, 
just doesn't have the stamina to stay awake! We (Michelle and Bonnie) wish 
you all the luck in the world. Thanks for the laughs! 

Troy Richa rd--During the spawning season, TROUT decided to swim upstream to leave' 
his mark . However, he got a little off track and ended up at Roads. What a swim! ! 
First year held a lot of things for TROUT, namely, stupid questions, academic 
heartaches, the Whisper 2000, and M&LD. First yr also showed TROUT his value to 
the College Computing Services staff. Many nights, one could find TROUT huddled 
up with a computer magically letting his fingers do the work (making programs of 
course) or helping others wi th their computing problems! Ya' right?!? TROUT , through 
the years, has managed to become "Thrifty" with his SS. He invests in grandpa 
clothing, and searches for great economical value in his cars- A HYUNDAI STELLAR!?! 
This will no doubt do him well as he prepares for his postgrad matrimonial wedlock 

I

to POOH (the lovely sister of TIGGER). We're not exactly sure how he made it to 
the pinnacle of the MilCol leadership pyramid, as CWC. TROUT will enjoy one week 
of Bachelorhood following Grad before his wedding. Go get 'em IiI' Fishman! He 
leaves you with a famous quote: "Am I supposed to be a man. Am I supposed to say 
'It's alright, I don't mind'? Well I mind, I mind bigtime. And you know what the 
worst part of all is? I NEVER LEARNED TO READ . . .. " Nonetheless, he is dubbed Bachelor 

of Rocket Science. 
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OWen G. Salava--Time. It comes upon us so slowly, as we sit -
waiting. And yet, when it has past us so qu i ckly, we can never 
go back. Things seem to happen so quickly that sometimes we are 
unsure. Unsure of where we are going, and where we have been. 
However, in everyone's memories, however faded and lost, there 
will always remain some event or time which will not be lost. 
The reason? Unknown. Perhaps the friends that were made, the 
experiences that were shared, or, perhaps, for its importance 
in one's life. For me, these short four years which have passed 
by so quickly will surely be such a memory. We came here young 
and a little unknowing. Now we leave a little older, hopefully 
a little wiser, but surely a lot richer for the experiences, 
the memories, and the friends that we have made. To the rest 
of the Class of 1994, I wish you all blue skies and clear ground 
to continue our journey through time. 

ill '" Kim Saunders 
nsity Best known for: 
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being one half of the duo left in Lasalle flight (originals from Rook Term 
1990) 

being a hard core (proud) band member for 4 years 
MVP (most violent player) on the Field Hockey team 
her draconian appearance in uniform 
her mini-skirts 
her facetious comments 
her pertinacity 
her CFL boyfriends 
being the president of the MH Club (tatoo?!) 
her charming smile 
her sarcasm! 

Randy Shapkin--ooThere is a great stomping noise in the 
air before the door bursts open. Everyone in the mess 
falls silent, save for quiet, hushed whispers of 'It's 
him!' Randy then takes his seat and proceeds to give 
another fine display of exactly why he is sometimes 
called Hoover. Shappy's gastonomical adventures are 
Wing renowned and have been so since first year (I still 
remember him being forced to sit at the very end of the 
table after his CSCs got tired of steadying him up.) 
In fact, whether he's impressing all with his mess 
etiquette, charming the opposite gender into his 
clutches (should we perhaps say 'ses mains'), or 
dazzling everyone on the basketball court and on the 
soccer pitch with his amazing ability of launching his 
body into strange contorted shapes and seeming 
uncoordination yet still outperforming a lot of the more 
'refined' players, Randy is just that ... Randy! One 
could say that he's never been known for his tact but 
that's just what his friends love about this gentle 
giant. Don't forget the WAD, don ' t forget who your 
friends are, and never change, Randy. The Navy might 
not be getting a future PMC, but the Navy IS getting 
a good officer, a dedicated MJ fan, and a good friend. 
Cheers, Randall!!oo 



Paul Shipton--Paul's first year at RRMC unfolded as did his quest 
f o r academic excellence. Since his first taste of academic 
achievement in History 101, he has continued faultlessly in his 
quest to succeed. Shipto n's f o ur years in Hudson flight has left 
his mark in the prestigious halls of the KNIGHTS; LIGHTS ON, BRAIN 
ON still echoes in the hallway. He has also demonstrated high 
fashion knowledge and expertise, envied by several less talented 
fashion consultants of the greater Victoria area and the metropolis 
of Colwood. The Air force lifestyle has appealed to Paul. He is 
an example of keenness in hair, dress, and drill standards. As well, 
Shipton likes to spend all of his limited free time at the College 
so that he may contribute to the quest for academic excellence of 
others. He was not one to attend dance bars; he could not understand 
the logic of going to these establishments 3-4 times a week. Rumour 
has it that he had a girlfriend once but no one ever saw her nor 
did he ever go over to see her. Darlana was her name. He took his 
academics seriously and never missed a class although he had 
optional attendance due to his average. One weakness that Paul did 
have was his dislike for sports. Had he set aside some time to 
improve his level of fitness he would not have had that PT test 
remake in third year nor would he have had to take that shortcut 
on the cross country run. Bravo Paul, good work. 

Hal Simo nso n--Young Halvor' s years at Roads can be best summarized by 3 things : 
his enthusiasm and competitiveness on the 1M field, his (sometimes faltering) 
quest for academic excellence, and the hard nosed attitude he took into his 
military responsibilities. An original Mack Pack member, Hal was exported to 
Cham in the 2nd semester of third year as CSC6, and did so well on his first 
day, that he was promoted to SCSC6. In fourth year he humbly (not!) served 
as the Adjutant, and supervised Chris Boccinfuso (lots of personality, little 
drive) in 1st semester, and Frank Coulombe (less personality, more drive) in 
second semester. Initially he was slightly irritated at the castle's lack of 
consideration of his preferred bar slate choices, and made it clear to the first 
years that he was still grumpy when he told them in recruit term "I am not your 
friend". Hal soon learned that CWA wasn't so bad, and got to know all the castle 
staff by first name (especially the hot admin clerks!). He still swears to 
this day that he only wanted 4 bars to get a big room, and a good parking spot. 
He took advantage of this by converting his bedroom into an entertainment center 
in first semester, and then selling his little Hyundai to the Balding Welshman, 
and working up to a V6 1994 Cavalier in 2nd semester. In closing, just remember 
this quote from Hal's Laws: Hal's Law #9 a) Play to have fun, 

b) Winning is fun! 

Jarret Tooley--Jarret, the big guy from the Yukon. What can we say, he certainly 
likes to ask questions (not all of them well thought out!). Known as the proud 
owner of the SFQ rock in Mackenzie Flight Rook term, over four years, things I e 
haven't changed much. But hey, what he lacks in common sense, he makes up for 
in his knowledge of computers. He has certainly saved many of us from some 
big scrapes during essay season. Bong, Bong. There goes that drum again! Was 
that left-right-Ieft, or right-left-right? What the heck, we'll just put a 
beat every half step. Seriously though, at least he was dependable and tried rn: 
harder than anyone else. Perhaps all he needed was that pink bunny suit, but l 11 
there wouldn't be one found big enough to fit him! Second year will definitely r achl 
be his most memorable year. We thought momentarily he was considering a change 1d I 
in occupations to a Crash test Dummy . That's Ok, Miller has forgiven him, but I 
he probably won't lend him his next car. Jarret will be going off to Air Nav I 

school after graduation and we wish him all the best of luck. His optimism ' 
and determination will hold him in good stead. 

Jarret, it's been great knowing you. All the best, 
Your Mack Flight Buds. 



Gloria wall--Being the only UT in the graduating class has had its ups and downs for the brave and fearless 
CSL of 4 Squadron. For example, blending in with the cadets has never been an issue because it was never 
possible. "Have we forgotten anyone? Nope! There's 1, 2, & 3 Squadron. Everyone's been notified." 
All that aside, Gloria says she's had fun this year. Heh! She was stollen from the UT/Post Grad I.M. 
team to join Field Hockey. She's still trying to convince anyone who will listen that she really loves 
to play field hockey and that not being on parade has absolutely nothing to do with it. If that's your 
story, Gloria, you stick to it. Speaking of field hockey, ask Gloria about the time she went to Duncan 
for an indoor game and her car became a statistic of the Malahat. I believe there was some mention made 
about a FIRE and a Fiero???!!!? Oh well, after you become a real officer maybe you'll be able to afford 
a real car, Gloria. As a new Lieutenant, Gloria will be making the big move to CFB Esquimalt. It's been 
said that Roly Thompson is more than willing to give up his broom closet office for a larger one (with 
windows) now that someone junior is posted in. Hey, what are friends for??? Good luck to you, Gloria. 

Sandy Ward --When exactly Hobbititus set in, the world will never know. 
He believes he is a hobbit and if he tries to convince you of it ... just 
nod and smile, the rest of us do. He must have been sure the Ring 
would protect him here at RRMC or he would not have been so foolish 
as to threaten to kill his CSC or live with the two most religious 
guys in the flight. By II yr the power of the Ring must have been 
wearing down since he felt the urgent need to get it engraved upon 
his skin so as to always have it with him. Corne III yr, the Ring and 
all other imaginary powers, were shoved to the side as the eye watched 
the power of love take over. Under the influence of a certain special 
import, Sandy has never been the same. San can often be found 
criticizing the McDonalds workers for not wearing hair nets. One day 
he may find out that he is actually not a hobbit but rather Ronald 
McDonald in disguise. As for life after college ... he may be stuck 
navigating model airplanes since they have not been known to make 
anyone puke (there is a first time for everything though!). At least 
Greenwood will have a good broomball player. "It is true that my friends 

made this a time to remember, but it is others who made this a 
time to forget." 

really want to know all about it, you'll probably 
Bob's from, and who his parents are, and what he 

was like as a kid, and all that David Copperfield kinda crap. But 
frankly I don't feel like goin' into it. Besides that, Bob would have 
two haemorrhages and a fit on top if I told ya any thin , even half 
personal 'bout 'ern. So I guess the only thing ya need to know 'bout 
the Great Bob, Old Bob, Old Sport (that killed me) anyways ... all ya 
~eed ta know is 'bout that night 'bout three n'a half years ago when 
30b and a buncha real phonies went out on the town . I was there so 
I'd know. They went to this swanky little place called "Scandals". 
That night the Old Sport was hangin' 'bout in the line, chattin' it 
up and bein' a phonie like all the others, it was almost makin' me 
sick. But he stopped dead-like when he saw this one sexy thing. This 
one was the only really, truly swanky member of that line up. She 

no phonie, all dressed to kill I swear to God she was. Anyway ... So 
Bob, Old Sport, walks right up to her, his phonie act fallin' away 
with each step. Old Bob became all kinda smooth-like chattin' away 
with this swank, sexy thing. Bob's the biggest sex maniac I know. 
Turns out her name's Rachel and now , three n'a half years later she's 
all I figure's worth while tellin' ya 'bout Good Old Bob. Bob and 
Rachel see, well, they're all hitched up now, ready for life. Good 

Id Rachel's just waitin' for Bob to spring the coup, get outta the 
penn. That's another story though. But can you even believe it? Old 
Bob walked right up to her at that bar and's been with her since. Good 

Bob, Old Sport, I swear to God he's a Ma_drn __ a_n_! __________________ ~ 



----, 
Ian White--First year saw Whitely trying to keep Ben from dying of stress 
and teaching Maman the finer points of being Anglo. Not even double supping 
could phase the senior member of 308. Moving on to second year, the true 
"cavalier" started evolving - things such as pipe smoke, praises for JD, and 
blasphemies against women were observed in the area of his room. He also 
got drunk and told Maj. Battista just how good a prof he REALLY was ... After 
2nd yr, Blanchement headed off to Gagenam, but he was sent back to Roads to 
play the "wait out for an OT" game. He was so frustrated that he ended up 
wishing his recruits would "get a pair", much to the horror of the Sqn Comd. 
In 3rd yr, with the arrival of Halvor from Mack, plus the loyal Welshman, 
Hillman became a strong supporter of cheese toast getaways at the Wad . Ian 
became the most famous member of our class last summer - across the country , 
we all said "IAN has a GIRLFRIEND???" Yes Hillman was whipped by that red
head Brenda, and since then he hasn't been the same. Continually moaning 

~
"I miss her", Whitey has become expert at growling his affections - BC Tel 
loves him for it! One of the most unique characters of his class, Whitely 
heads off to PADM phase to spread the gospel of JD . .. if his woman lets him! 



FLIGHTS 



CARTIER 
FLIGHT 

Back Row: Lee J, Lundell E, Morrison W, Toope J, Stewart D, Crouch G, Setter R, Lynn B, Salava L, Persyn C, Tripp M, Smith 
J, Mcleod D, Boileau M, Todhunter S, Duriez S, Ripley A, MacLeod S, Amirault J, Spencer D 

Middle Row: Barter B, Chorley J, Benson J, Andres C, Chaudry A, Comeau P, Baker P, Norquay W, Carlson A, Archer S, Baxter 
S, New R, Campbell G, Bowen M, Crosby C, Checketts A, Tessier C, Mialkowski C, Walsh S, Arthurs T, Bailey C 

Front Row : Cadieu T, Cromwell W, Langlois I, Hahn C, Price G, Janzen J , Nette G, Debellefeuille V, Maskell P, Ward S, 
Boccinfuso C, Tromp K, Ayotte C 





FRASER 
FLIGHT 

Back Row: Farrell S, Hart S, Stalker M, Toth 1, Cox B, Pletz D, Mellema R, Gosselin C, Hall D, Morris S, Heebner 
Furlong 1, Eyre R, Fortier M, Kingsley L, D'entremont D 

Middle Row: Bowman H, Michaud M,love L, Dymond A, Sandy M, Gautreau N, Gothard Z, Niven W, Spearman M, 
Fox S, Frederickson 1, Somerville T, Maddaugh S, McDonald K, Togel 1, Hodgeson K 

Front Row: MacPhail C, Wright D, Gresmak S, Lemyre C, Blocka B, Menard S, Warren B, McKinnon D, Omand G, 
Ford 1, Davies S, Ecluord A 
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CHAMPLAIN 
FLIGHT 

Back Row: Petipas R, Norum D, Rivard J, Ray H, Allen J, Hale S, Millman C, Jacques T, Sova M, Marson J, Beschomer J, MontgomeryS, 
Macpherson D, Mi lner S, McCallum R, Fiest J, Thomas C, Burgess D, Donaldson S, Irvine S 
Row: MacCluskie A, Whalen B, McNutt-Hoiland N, Bennett S, Meister K, Isenor J, Brinkman W, Kwasny C, Fiola G, Murphy S, 
Hardy D, Orrey C, Ashton C, Mosher B, Roberts G, Craigie-Manson T, Plourde S, Hudon J, Amundrud H, McInnis A 

Front Row: Newell N, Mabee S, Marin J, Simonson H, White I, Platt K, Grand 'Maison J, Hill D, Gagne I, FisherC 





MACKENZIE 
FLIGHT 

Back Row: Packer N, Harris H, Chemysh A, Brock B, Johnson J, Kenny S, Luj J, Rose A, Ammennan J, Rafuse Q, Hughes T, Isenor J, Jarrett K, Laverty C, Lawless G, Macadam 
T, Laneur J, Hutt C, Hollett C, Schauer J 

Middle Row: CurrieJ, Merrick K, Dearsley M, Higgins 0, Fitzgerald R, Duncan P, Rogerson S, Teeple M, Hainse S, Hortness S, Brockway W, Montague M, CooperT, Robillard 
J, Sheehan A, Pitcher B, Whelehan M, Pelechaty K, Payne K 

Front Row: Spaans A, Selby M, Carbol R, Pritchett Y, Dohm M, Richard T, Coulombe F, Graham C, French M, Mackenzie J 



MACKENZIE 
FLIGHT 

Back Row: Packer N, Harris H, Chemysh A, Brock B, Johnson J, Kenny S, Luj J, Rose A, Ammennan J, Rafuse Q, Hughes T, Isenor J, Jarrett K, Laverty C, Lawless G, Macadam 
T, Laneur J, Hutt C, Hollett C, Schauer J 

Middle Row: CurrieJ, Merrick K, Dearsley M, Higgins 0, Fitzgerald R, Duncan P, Rogerson S, Teeple M, Hainse S, Hortness S, Brockway W, Montague M, CooperT, Robillard 
J, Sheehan A, Pitcher B, Whelehan M, Pelechaty K, Payne K 

Front Row: Spaans A, Selby M, Carbol R, Pritchett Y, Dohm M, Richard T, Coulombe F, Graham C, French M, Mackenzie J 





HUDSON 
FLIGHT 

Back Row: Sherburne C, Dyer D, Crossman L, Baltussen K, Neal T, Work F, Brown C, Rosseneger S, Rennie K, 
Carrise I, Wedman J, Awalt D, Sundquist A, Nordine M, Tyldesley J, Garriott S, Novecosky A, Jens D, 
Weicker T 

Middle Row: Nasmith M, Wingert L, Douglas T, Lewick J, Litttle C, Manning C, Gill J , Rook C, Childs D, Box 
J, Stefko S, Mizzi C, Rondeau N, Thomson S, Bellsmith C, Roy M , Roy A 

Front Row: Nickerson M, Co les B, Michaud E, Salava 0 , Shipton P, Latulippe S, McGill R, Foote J, Ingledew W, 
Oke C, McMillan S, Price J 





LASALLE 
FLIGHT 

Back Row: Wade R, Dykstra R, Vavasour C, Van Nes P, Rose D, Vardy P, Unrau D, Vaino B, Scott C, Cornelissen R, Carscadden S, Cook B, 
Bischoff P, Popov M, Murphy D, Rossi D, Morrisey L 

Middle Row: Kennedy T, Ducatel E, Girard L, Togher M, Wright T, Reichert K, Maxwell T, Stevens G, Clark J, Basson G, Dagenais 
J, Thompson D, Kelenc G, Smedley L, Butler C, Watts T, Stocki R, Van Oostrum E 

Front Row: Kotzer M, Boyko F, Julien J, Jones R, MooreC, O'Neil T, De Boda A, Morehen T, Saunders K, Shapkin R, Bedard J, Taal L, Whiting 
J, Pellerin T, Hurlbut S 





The Few 
The Loud 
The Band 

Back Row : Thomson S , Toth J , Schauer J , Little C , Harris H, SEtter R , Furlong J , Montague 
M, Neal T , Jens D, Unrau D, Sommerville I , Bischoff P , Basson G, Rossi D, Lundell 
E , Meister K, Amundrud H 

Middle Row : RivardJ , MichaudM , WhalenB , NorumD , VavasourC, MerrickK , LewickJ , Garriott 
S , Rose D, Moar D, Vardy P, Menard S , Classon J , Thomas C , Wade R , Van Oostrum I , 
MacDonald K, Dymond A, Ducatel E , Kennedy T 

Front Row : Coles B , Laverty C, McHardy A, McLuskie A, Taal L , Saunders K, Fisher C , Irvine 
Hollett C , Nickerson M. 





Our 
UTPNCM's 

Back Row: Kowalski C, Burt J, Gumley J, Westerson c, Pelletier C, Maceachern B, 
Suutari S 

.... '::t· Middle Row: Redekop B , Bramwell S, Sabourin 0, McManus J, Bruce A 
Front Row: Vande Burgt K , Dawson S, Wall G, Turgeon R, Bruce W 





1 02B-/1830 JsICll\d f-li 9hwCl;' 
VictoviCl} B,oitish Col~W'lGiCl 

Phone: 474-1134 

The Colwood Corners Pub 
congratulates the Class of '94. 

Come Down and meet our 
friendly staff and don't forget about 

wmgs. 

Congratulations 
to the class of 

'94. 

From your friends at the 
Royal Colwood Golf 

and Country Club 
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I MILITARY 



Air Force Day 

114 

Air Force Day started bright and earl y wi th a parade under the review ~~~ 
of Lt. Col (Ret'd) Parker. All zoomies proudly sported their ... 
uniforms of blue and enjoyed an aura of relaxation which their 
element is known for. Helicopter rides and demonstrations, as well 
as a TGIF in the gunroom, were the highlights of the day of the 
zoorrues. ~~ 



NAVY DAY 
Early one frigid morning, the wing stood ready for a parade under the review of Cmd. Bindernagel. 
Inspiration tales and knowledge flowed off of the DCadets' tongue, informing all about the marine 
element. In the traditional navy fashion, a TGIF finished the day of the sea with a Rum Ration and 
navy displays and entertainment. 

lI S 



ArDlY Day 
So the sea-goers and the flyboys had had their day in the limelight. Now it was time for the land force to show them 
how an elemental theme day is really done .. . The morning parade was dragging along as per, and organizers were 
satisfied in knowing that the first part, at least, was a success. But no one could account for the ambush in the early 
morning mist. It was a good thing that the combat arms boys, displaying their itch to return to CFB Gagetown, were 
out in full force. The fun continued later that night at the gunroom, where the wing was "strongly encouraged" to 
enter via the rear bunker. You say you're worried about trashing your kit? Hey, the DCdts did it, and now you will 
too! Regardless, the festivities continued with various activities, most involving serious beerdrinking and senseless 
shows of physical strength. Most memorable were the "Junior/Senior No-Holds-Barred Chicken Fights," where 
cadets and staff alike were tempted by the thought of broken teeth and bones. It was very much in the tradition of 
the army, though, to bury the hatchet once the events ended. As the night wore on, the beer flowed more freely; 
predictably, so did the conversation and the laughter. Meanwhile, rank and bars were forgotten as the men and 
women shared in what it really means to be Army. 

J 16 



· Lest we forget .... 

Remembrance 
Day 

11 7 



11 8 

ISENER 
CUP: ~~~~ 



One Squadron was victorious in this year's Wisenor 
Cup Competition. Congratulations!!! 
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ILITARY 
TRAINING 
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ARADES 
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SU ER 
TRAINING 
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1st/2nd Year 
Challenge 



Nelles Run 
125 



126 

SRO 
In a bitter and fiercely fought bat
tle, the first and third years and the 
second and fourth years teamed up 
to compete and to see who would 
be victorious. After competing in 
events such as water polo, ETH, 
and flag football, the second and 
fourth year team was announced to 
be the champions. 

Challenge 



SWiUl Meet 
• 

127 



TRACK 

128 

AND 
FIELD . 



No Balls??? 
• 

//. 1 
I 
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Royal Roads Fall--' 

Convocation 

130 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
AND A FOND FAREWELL 

TO THE 1994 GRADUATING 
CLASS OF RRMC. 

WE'LL MISS YOU ALL 

"SERVING THE COMMUNITY 
SINCE 1980" 

To another 
successful 
FIRST year, 

Trevor! 
Love Mom, 

Dad, Sara, & 
Ryan 

"BORN TO FLY" 

Dthe~ 
11Intr~ 
FMllY RESTAUIWfTS 

The Pantry Family Restaurant 
1752 Is1and Highway 
Co1wood. B.C. V9B 1HS 
(604) 47S-6212 

Bill Screen 
OWNER/OPERATOR 
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Clubs & TeaDls 



-----RRMC 

X-Country Running 

"Oh do we have a race that weekend? Isn't it a parade weekend? Oh dam." One could almost believe in the team member's 
disappointment if it weren't for the smile on their face. "What do you mean there's no race for Wisener?" Heh heh heh, drill skills can't be 
allowed to get too rusty. On a serious note the team has been doing extremely well (as always). The team usually places in its competitions 
if it doesn't win them. The men were led by the trio of Tromp, Moore, and Cook (doing double time with sailing). On the ladies side were 
Mialkowski, van Oostrum, and Morrisey pulling in the victories. During the year the 55% axe whittled away at the team but for the most part 
we stayed intact. OCdt Douglas joined the ladies ranks giving us the choice of which injured members shall run. Several moments and lessons 
learned during the year bear mentioning: 

I) Ocdt Tromp has realized that if it comes down to the final sprint and you have to jostle for position, it is necessary to either a) outweigh 
the person or b) wear protective padding. A mere five feet from the finish line is not the place to practice a face-plant. 

2) The first one awake is the one who gets the hot shower at the Slumber Lodge, but hey it's cheap ... 
3) The best food on the racing circuit is to be found at coach Armson 's house. All around applause for Mrs. Arrnson for a great Christmas 

party. Cheers for the coach for the entertainment - amazing flute playing and the dancer. .. well. .. 
4) Let it be known that on 25 Jan 94, the nondynamic duo ' Slack and Idle' (Millman and Lawless) showed effort and exertion at their 

practice. 
5) One should always use the washrooms before heading up the Cocquihala highway. 
6) Belgian waffles in the morning really do add to your speed. 
7) Tuesday means track ....... RUN A WA Y! 
8) Optional means rack. 
9) Trips cost money ..... we have no more money .. ... we don't do trips . 
10) OCdt Neal - "What route do I follow?" 
II) OCdt Mialkowski is always that shade of blue when she runs. 
12) All extra tasks are the responsability of the Team Captain. 
13) All extra tasks will be delegated by the Captain to the Manager. 
14) "Anyone want a tasking for their weekly report?" 

This will be the last year the team competes in the BCCAA. In future years, races will most often be Island Series races. On the bright side 
there should be funds for that golden dream of a reading break training camp in San Diego! We' ll train , really' Well thank you to all team 
members for the tremendous ... effort? enthusiasm? silliness? It has been a happy time. Special thanks to Coach our spiritual (ganju) guide, 

Captain Fran90is -O.k. guys- Coulombe, and lise -my living post-it-note- van Oostrum. The show wouldn't run without you all. 
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This year the RRMC Field Hockey Team has had it's best season to date. With I win and 4 ties. we are placed 5th in the Victoria league \\ ith 
a good chance of making the semifinals. The team consists of 64th years; Carrie Oke and Jen Foote. our center halfbacks. and Kim Saunder,. 
Julie Grandmaison, Jenette Bedard and Michelle Dome on forward. There are two 3rd years. Saundra Plourde and Dann) Ro,e. Second year 

: players are our dedicated forward Sherry Thomson and Sherry Kenny, our game-saving keeper. Her buddy. S/J Steph Bennett is strong on 
defense. There were 5 of us rookies/rooks on the the team this year; Claire Vavasour. Wendy Morrison,Claire Thomas. Sarah Macleod, Jennifer 

: Cume and Jen (Jamie) Amirault. We started off not knowing how to get the ball or what to do with it once we got it. but we 've improved vastly 
since September. If you were to hang out at one of our games or practices. chances are you would hear one ofthe following memorable phrases: 

Carrie Oke: "less swearing, less violence'! We are a ladies field hockey team'" 
K,m Saunders:"!#@$% *&%$" '" 

Julie Grandmaison:"Coach, please, please, please let me go back on'" 
Saundra Plourde:"!#@$% *&$!!!" (in french) 

Claire Vavasour:"1 can't get this line off my back!'" 
It was certainly a memorable year for all of us. Thanks goes out to our coach, Captain Helpard who put a lot of hard work and time into the 

team. Thanks also go out to all those involved in constructing the new field hockey field on the RRMC campus. And special thanks go out 
to all those who came out to spectate and cheer us on. The support made a difference. Goodbye to our departing 4th years. Congratulations 
on an excellent season. 

Field Hockey 
-----------RR~C-----------
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-----RRMC 

Rowing 
"Are you ready, rrroooooooww! Ii" 

This year, the rowing team started out with a fury of momentum after the brutally intense tryout weekend (actual ly this year, the crew is 
made up of 99% novices). Regardless of experience, everyone managed to quickly secure positions on crews within the team, racing an 

J 
S 
B 

eight, a four, a quad, a double, and singles throughout the year. In order to provide an effective description of the team , it 's fitting to E 
recall the tale of Gilligan's Island: (don't forget to sing this in your head) R 

D 
"Now sit right back, and you'll hear a tale, S 
a tale of a fatefu II race T 
That started from this jettyside, A 
aboard the u-re-thra. G 
The mate was a mighty francophone, C 
The coach was stem and sure, B 
Fifteen rowers wet launched that day, B 
for a water drenched tour G 
a water drenched tour.. . Jo 
(SPLASH'!!'! BANG!!'!! CRASH!) T 
The competition started getting rough, M 
the little boat was rocked. D 
I f not for the courage of our fearless eight, F 
The TOY would be last. D 
The TOY would be last. 
The eight crashed into the side of the dock, 
At the end of their last mile. 
With Fortier, and Aaron too. 
The S IQ, and the cox. 
The ur-e-thra, 
The singles and the little fish, 
Here on Roads' ergs. 

It is hoped that the tradition of the crew is maintained for the years to come ... 

Good-bye from Marc, Aaron, the coach, Rob G., Johnny, the urethra (Trav and Mike) , Rob D., Quinton, Estelle, Isabelle, Krista, Sue, 

Kathleen (the love goddess), Chad, Opus, Lyn, the cox, Samantha, Juan, Julio, Madonna, and the whole band! 
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This year's wee linle lads from Glasgow were; 

Jason "The Grubberffhe Matador" Ammerman 
Steve "Flash/Archie" Archer 
Ben 'Tm-not-gonna-hurl" Bock 
Christian ''I'm ot THAT Fat" Brown 
Clive "F.N.G." Butler 
Grant "Too Many Cook(e)s" Cooke 
Damon " 0 thanks, 1 already do Valium" Dyer 
Gates "Chicken Legs" Fiola 
Pat "Who's Faganello" Heebner 
Tyler "RhinofTurbo-Ty" Kennedy 

\\ i\ Corey "F . . G." Kwasny 
g an Craig "Cherry Picker" Little 

to Eric "Two Stroke" Lundell 
Ryan "Angus" McGill 
Dan "Bunk MuffinlMcLewd" McLeod 
Sarah "Da Boss" McMillan 
Travis "As in More Chicken" Morehen 
Aaron "Bunk MuffinlPeaches" Novecosky 
Gord "Handle with Care" Omand 
Chris "Moose(Yes, from the Archie Comic Strip),' Persyn 
Barry "The 'Juggler'" Pitcher (Was it 3 or 4 there Big 
Bear?) 
Greg "Travolta-Nailed-to-the-Floor" Price 
John "Coach" Sheridan 
Tod "Turd" Sommerville 
Mike "The BatfThe Round Ball Rehab Patient" Spearman 
Duncan "Gilligan" Stewart 
Fraser "BumsfThe Shank" Work 
Darcy "GrokIR.T.P.(Rugby Team Proctor)" Wright 

M.I.A. (Missing in Academia) 
Ryan "Princess" McCallum 

Steve "Monty" Montgomery 

Well , dems da boyz. Their exploits on the field are only 
over-shadowed by those on the dance floor. They cracked a 
few heads, drained a few kegs, and broke a few hearts, but 
always left an impression . They always gave their all, not 
winning all their games, but always winning respect. Here 's 
to ya boys, and may you all be up in Heaven half an hour 

before the Devil knows you're dead. 

Rugby 
,-----------RR~C-----------
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------RRMC------

Sailing 

The Sailing team, the drunk ' n sailors, the Deaks, the academic and athletic gods of RRMC had are very prosperous year in the 
deep waters of the LAGOON. From Vancouver to Washington did these mighty sailors set there course, for a three hour tour, a three 
hour tour... The Sailing team has no shame in their achievements as they were competitive with the large US schools earning them the 
respect of their fellow pirates. (That's not at electronic regatta 's if any of you cheese ball rowing members are asking? We all know who 
runs the show in the lagoon and it isn ' t you.) 

The ship was lead by none other than Keep, the meanest sailor to set a ship into the sea, and the loveliest woman a sailors mother 
could be. She trained, worked, taught, and disciplined many new members of this elite club. Among these would include: Keith , the 
goofiest sailor you'd ever did see, Mike Monague, the most enthused was he, Mike Michaud, the seaman of very few words (unti l the rum 
rations), Resa "the one who got bladed when ever Brandon went running" Wade and last but not least, Rosenburger, the brick that would 
never sink even if you tried to drown him. 

The VeteranslExperienced included One-legged Trish "Black ball" Arthurs, Brandon "okilly dokilly" Cooke, Nicky the quicky" 
Rondeau, Graham "the sloshed" Roberts, Steve "the jolly good fellow" Donaldson, Jay "the field hockey draft pick from the Bahamas, 
procotorama - scolly master of any ship" WhiTTing and last but of course not least, as always, Clay "the blackbearded, one eyed, four 
fingered sea mutation who arose during a heavy storm after he had sunk'n his beauty queen "Hanus anus" and was bladed by his former 
crew, Keith "DUMBO" Reichert, who took the only life jacket on the ship. 

This year brought about many memories which no other team could have experienced. Whether we won or we lost, the Sailing 
Team is still the best, and always will be, varsity team at Royal Roads. 
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After an amazing ~eason last year, we actually managed to get out of Di\ 5, but we found out this year that Di\ 5 had folded and, b) 
default, we were in the bottom di~ision again' No worries though, we were also in the BCCAA league this yearso we were bound to ha\e some 
good competition. 

The newcomers to the team provided the spice we needed both on and off the field. They were: Steve "our token UT and Soccer God"' 
Bramhall, Conrad "Mr.Mouth" Andres, Greg "Toags" Togel, Lon "Smed" Smedley, Greg Kelenc. Todd MacAdam , Sean Morris, and our lovely 
Manager Nicki Newell. We also acquired three new players in second semester, Jason Luj , Dave Jens, and Gavin Crouch after losing our beloved 
players Mike Spearman, Adam "Guy Smiley" Maclnnes, and Mark Togher to various commitments. The newcomers have had their gripes 
about sitting on the bench for long periods of time. Your time will come too boys, everyone has to do it. 

We also had one wacko addition to the team in a semi-leadership role. He's our coach (I think?) , WO Mike Broadley. When he 's not 
off tooting his hom with a band somewhere, he's up on the field showing us how it's done in the old timer's league. 

The Vets on the team include: Scotty Mabee (captain). Mike "Migs" French, Paulsy Maskell. Troy "Trout" Richard, Randy "Hoover"' 
Shapkin, Malachi "Mal" Nordine, Chris "Spud" MacPhail , Lee Taal , and Tom "Sieve" Watts. 

All in all, the team had a successful season in BCCAA where we managed 4 points (I win, and two ties). We played some very skilled 
teams and we climbed up a steep learning curve together as a result. In Div 4, we fared much better. The" ovember Blues" brought our hopes 
of taking the league almost out of reach. We expect to place in the top of the league anyways. We have a standard unit of measurement called 
a "Mal". If Mal could only keep his shots less than a "Mal high and wide" we might take a few more games. With Lee back in net and Hoover 
and Smed taking to the field we should demonstrate awesome offensive and defensive power. 

Up front, we currently have a fierce battle for the scoring leader position. Migs, Trout and Mal are all in contention. With only a few 
games left, it should be interesting. 

Plans for a trip to USAFA folded before we could get it rolling. All it took was a look in our wallets! Perhaps Toags can pull some 
of his Hollywood strings and get us a trip down south next year. 

1993-94 was another great year for the soccer team. The Royal Roads Cougars look forwards to servi ng our many spectators again in 

the future. Good luck to our five departing seniors, many thanks. 

Soccer 
-----------RR~C-----------
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Colwood Card and 
Gift Shop Ltd. 

#504 - 1913 Sooke Road 
Victoria, B.C. V9B 1V9 

474-5414 

• HALLMARK CARDS • GIFlWARE • LOTIERY 

Terry Jefferson Judy Jefferson 

MUNRO'S 
BOOKS 

CONGRATUlATIONS 
TO THE CLASS 

OF'94! 

1108 GOVERNMENT STREET. VICTORIA, B.C. V8W I Y2 
TELEPHONE 382-2464 FAX 382-2832 

mana .supplies 

~cotcha~easure~ 
Caro{yn ana 'Brian 'Barnes 

• Specializing in .9l[( 'Dance Suppfies ana SflOes 
• .9l.ssortment of Scottisfi Supplies • ?(jftmali;sr 

224·6tn Street 
Courtenay, 'l3.c. V9'J{.1'Ml 
pn.one/ 'fa>;.338·6580 

742 Jon.nson Street 
Victoria, 'l3.c. V8W 19{) 

pn.one/ 'fa>;.383·6815 

BIAC~ 
LFW .,J 
BLACK PHOTO CORPORATION 

Congratulations to the 
Grads of 94 

11391 3147 DOUGLAS STREET, VICTORIA , 8 .C. val3K3 

TELEPHONE: (604) 388 -5226 ® 
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Christmas Concert 
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hristDlas Dinner 
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Oktoberfest 
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Springfest 
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SPRING 
CONCERT 
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And The Winners Are .... 
The Seniors! 

. JRjSR SPORTS 
CHALLENGE 
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t the GunrooDl ... 
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A Visit to the Orient: 
RRMC Cadets at JNDA 
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pring 1994 onour Slate 

CSL 1 OCdt Debellefeuille 
DCSL 1 OCdt Price 
CSTO 1 OCdt Nette 
CSSO 1 OCdt Langlois 
CFL Cartier OCd t Maskell 
CFL Fraser OCdt Lemyre 
SCSC 1 OCdt Hahn 
SCSC 2 OCdt Bowen 
SCSC 3 OCdt Omand 
SCSC 4 OCdt MacPhail 
CSC 1 OCdt Campbell 
CSC 2 OCdt Mialkowski 
CSC 3 OCdt Wright 
CSC 4 OCdt Cromwell 

CSL 3 OCdt Latulipe 
DCSL 3 OCdt O'Neil 
CST03 OCdt Shapkin 
CSSO OCdt Field 
CFL Hudson OCdt Shipton 
CFL LaSalle OCdt Foote 
SCSC 9 OCdt Ingledew 
SCSC 10 Ocdt Cook 
SCSC 11 OCdt Moore 
SCSC 12 OCd t Bedard 
CSC 9 OCd t Nordine 
CSC 10 OCd t McMillan 
CSC 11 OCdt Julien 
CSC 12 OCdt Popov 

CWC OCdt Blocka 
DCWC OCdt French 
CWTO OCdt Janzen 

CWA OCdt Siomonson 
CW AO OCdt Dohm 

CWPMC OCdt Pritchett 
CWSRO OCdt Oke 
CWPIO OCdt Ward 

CWBO OCdt Saunders 
Sr. Ensign OCdt Warren 
Jr. Ensign OCdt Popov 

DCW A OCdt Coulombe 
CWVPMC OCdt Deboda 
DCWSO OCdt Menard 

DCWRO OCdt Morehen 
CWCOL OCdt McKinnon 

DCWPIO OCdt Messerschmidt 
LOG ED OCdt Davies 

LOG ADVO OCdt Payne 
BRO OCdt Taal 

CDM OCdt McCluskie 
CPM OCdt Fisher CSL 2 OCdt Richard 

DCSL 2 OCdt Crand'Maison 
CSTO 2 OCdt Marin 
CSSO 2 OCdt Platt 
CFL Champlain OCdt White 
CFL Mackenzie OCdt Tooley 
SCSC 5 OCdt Mabee 
SCSC 6 OCdt Gagne 
SCSC 7 OCdt Carbol 
SCSC 8 OCdt Graham 
CSC 5 OCdt Newell 
CSC 6 OCdt Ashton 
CSC 7 OCdt Spaans 
CSC 8 OCdt Pitcher 

CSL 4 OCdt Wall 
DCSL 4 OCdt Turgeon 
CSTO/CSSO 4 OCdt Dawson 
CSC OCdt Vande Burgt 
CSC OCdt Bruce 
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~ PARADE 1994 
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THE GRADS 
OF 1993-94 



THE LOG THANKS 
THE FOLLOWING 

PATRONS 
. D. Allen 

B . Bischoff 
& Diane Boyko 

ean-Claude Carisse 
. Childs 
rold & Audrie Cox 

& Mrs R . Donaldson 
ry Fisher 

& Jane Hale 
na & Walter Isenor 
bert & Heather Jones 

Hank & Sandra Baltussen 
Marion Blocka 
Randy & Lesley Brown 
Mr & Mrs A .E. Chernysh 
John & Cathryn Clark 
Sandy & Mike Dohm 
Rose Dykstra 
Dr Bruce Ford 
Glen Heebner 
Lynn & Garry Jarrett 
Claire Kingsley 

Jauraine Langlois-Boulais Aimee Legendre 
ered Lundell Karen & Lincoln MacLeod 
'r Pierre Marin Mr & Mrs B . H. Merrick 
acqueline Olga Millman Joseph Mizzi 
3arbara & Leslie Morris John & Linda Newell 
)ave & Barb Packer Rick & Sue Payne 

rold & Daphne Pitcher Michael & Leslie Price 
Jeter & Anne Rogerson 

& Diane Saunders 
~.ev Dr DAP Sffii th (RRMC ' 53) 

& Bernie Togher 
:avid & Karen Work 

Lothar W. Rosenegger 
R & K Selby 
Grant & Corrie Spearman 
Don & Maureen Thomson 
James & Sylvia Walsh 
James Wright 
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A NOTE FROM THE LOG ADVO 
It ' s been a pretty tough year . Ya I know , wah ! Thank you 

all of my staff who put forth the time and effort to go out on 
their free time to solicit advertising . A special thank you to 
the new Log AdvO , OCdt Ripley who showed interest in the job 
therefore prompted me to "shaft " her with it . Good luck ; I hop 
you ' ll have a hell of a time with it as I did . 

It was fun living in the dungeon of 2nd floor Milward . 
Thanks for the theatrics Kim and Sylvain . I hope you two never 
play against each other in Tetris again ! To my co-worker Steph 
Davies , we overcame the forces of evil . Rena , do you live here 
Jeanette (sorry if I misspelled your name) , thanks for 

Log 
Staff 

Well , this puppy ' s almost finished ! I must admit - last year at this tirr 
I was pretty scared . However , it hasn ' t proven to be as huge of a task as I 
once imagined . A lot of the reason why things were not insurmountable is 
because of all the hard work put in by my staff . Lauralee Wingert my layout, 
and Patti Van Nes my photo-o did a great job and for that I thank them . Too 
bad they ' re leaving next year Scott ! Even though my staff did a lot of the 
work on this book , I must accept full responsibility for any mistakes . (At 
least I got the date right ! ) 

This job also meant I got to live in the dungeon for a whole year . Firs t 
semester was definitly interesting and second semester even more so . We mus 
have had the first all female floor in the history of Royal Roads ! That ' s i~ 

you count the KIMs as female . Just joking ! Anyways , 
to be done before this thing gets mailed so that ' s it 

Steph 
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